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carrying the Pot of Gold
For H umanity’s Sake
ROBINSON COOK, Inc. 
Fidelity Building 
Portland, Maine
Insurance is the Magic Carpet!
June
Does The Golden Rule Pay?
Startling Story o f A rthur Nash and an 
Industrial Miracle
By THE STROLLER
7 ’’HIS is a statement of plain facts. But the story I have to tell might easily pass for fic­
tion—if it were not a true one— 
for it is a story of an “industrial 
miracle” and how it happened. It 
is a story about a man and his busi­
ness. The man is Arthur Nash, 
known as “Golden Rule” Nash. The 
business is the A. Nash Company, 
Tailors.
In 1916 the firm was incorporated 
in Cincinnati with a capital of 
$60,000. After three years of in­
different success, Nash decided to 
get out of the business and spend 
the rest of his days on a farm. But 
the other stockholders would not let 
him quit. He did not like the way 
the business was being run—the 
starvation wages that were being 
paid to most of his employees, be­
cause he didn’t own the machines 
upon which the Nash clothes were 
made. But he got a chance to buy 
these machines, which meant that 
from then on the Nash employees 
could work directly for the company.
Mr. Nash is a Christian, a man with 
a vision. He believed that a Chris­
tian should not preach the Golden 
Rule alone but that he should prac­
tice it. When he got the chance by 
the purchase of the machines he 
raised the wages of his 29 employees 
from 50 to 300 per cent. His part­
ners thought he had sealed the fate 
of the company, and so for that mat­
ter did he. So he took a needed 
vacation. Then the miracle hap­
pened.
In two months he came back to 
act as one of the mourners. But he 
found that the firm had prospered as 
never before. It had a big balance 
in the bank. It had done thfee times 
as much business as it had done in 
the same period the year before. 
That was in 1919—a bad commer­
cial year. In 1918 the firm did a 
business of about $130,000. In 1919, 
the start of the Golden Rule regime, 
it had increased to half a million. 
In 1920 to a million and a half; in 
1921 to two millions; in 1922 to 
three millions. In the past two years
it has been increasing at the rate of 
100 per cent. In 1916 the business 
could hardly be classed as a whole­
sale house. Today it employs more 
than 2,000 workers, and is the largest 
business of its kind in the world. 
What is the answer? Nash believes 
it is the Golden Rule. This is His 
definition of that rule:
'■'v'*' N'*' '•“v"’ •■‘v-’ 'N'*
‘y'* r=Yr* r=Yr' Hr* Hr* Hr*
ARTHUR NASH
r=f=r> r=f5r'
The Golden Rule is the 
divine law governing human 
relationships, accepted by 
all religions and proclaimed 
by all prophets and teachers 
of every creed. It is the 
only infallible, workable, 
industrial a n d  economic 
law in the universe today.
Practicing this rule, not for pelf 
but from principle, has in point of 
fact paid. People who have pat­
ronized this firm have found, as it
promises, that “they make the best 
clothes on earth for the price.” 
Says a “Golden Rule” little Nash 
card further:
We guarantee that every 
garment sent out by us is 
strictly made to measure in 
ideal sunny shops by the 
happiest group of workers to 
be found anywhere. Our 
garments are also guaran­
teed as to style, quality, 
fit and workmanship.
I have found all of these state­
ments to be true, and buy all my 
clothes from my good friend, J.W. 
Hall, who is manager of the Nash 
branch store in Portland, located 
at Brown and Free streets. Why I 
should pay $40 for a suit when I can 
get a Nash suit for $23.50 that is its 
equal in every way, is something I 
cannot see. And the same thing is 
true of overcoats.
If you live in Portland, you may 
even be able to get one for $19.50— 
that is if you happen to find one that 
fits you among those in stock—suits 
that, for one reason or another, 
were not paid for by the men who 
ordered them. But no matter where 
you live in Maine you may order a 
suit, either by writing direct to Mr. 
Hall, a faithful disciple of the Nash 
principles, or from some one of the 
salesmen who are scattered up and 
down the State. I have an idea if 
you write to Mr. Hall that he will 
tell you where you can find a Nash 
salesman in Maine. I am sincere 
when I say that I have never had 
such clothing value for the money. 
I have had more than one man thank 
me for putting him hep to this store 
in Portland.
“Wish I had known about this 
place before,” they all say.
Well, you know about it now, even 
if you cannot explain anymore than 







Shower swings slowly from one side to 
the other, watering large areas evenly. 
Large rectangular areas watered makes 
duplication impossible and frequent 
changes of setting unnecessary. Re­
quires just ordinary water pressure and 
garden hose. Quickly adjustable for 
any width up to 60 feet.
Results
A Perfect Watering Job.
No Time or Water Wasted 
No Attention Required.
SIZES, CAPACITIES AND PRICES
Midget (10 nozzles) 900 sq. ft. per setting - $20.00
5 ft. (16 nozzles) 1200 sq. ft. per setting
(on wheels) - - - - -  30.00
6 ft. (24 nozzles) 1800 sq. ft. per setting
(on w h e e l s ) .................................... 35.00
10 ft. (30 nozzles) 2400 sq. ft. per setting
(for putting greens) - 40.00
Money Back Quarantee
Shipped Express C.O.D., or Prepaid if Cash Accompanies 
Order
D EM O N STR A TIO N S O N  R E Q U E S T
Xlfiurch
fJ7j ulcvmuJi'c Irrigation C?<
Portable and Overhead Systems 
Eastern Branch Office 
P O R T L A N D , M AINE
Please send me........................(No.) (Size)
Automatic Rain-makers at once. I understand that if 
not satisfied after 10 days trial I may return the machine 
and money will be refunded in full.
Name................. :..................................................
This Can’t Happen
IF  YOU ROOF W ITH
Winthrop Tapered 
Asphalt Shingles
THEY CAN’T  CURL — because of the taper, an exclusive patented feature found 
only in Winthrops.
Examine the extra heavy tapered butt, the part 
that lies next to the weather. You will see what 
this feature means to you. This heavy butt is 
built up on a base of the finest long fibred felt, 
then moulded under terrific pressure.
It is this extra w7eight and thickness that keeps 
Winthrops snug and flat. The rain and weather 
simply can’t get under to raise havoc. Winthrops 
on your roof this Summer will last without repairs 
for years—as long as your building lasts.
Tell your contractor or architect you want 
Winthrop Tapered Asphalt Shingles—the kind 
that will never warp, curl, rust, rot, split or 
work loose.
Write or ask us for illustrated folder telling 
all about Winthrop Tapered Asphalt Shingles.
Smith Rumery Co.
-----
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That is the answer all Maine men and women 
should give to the question, “Where is your 
home?”
Maine is without doubt ‘the finest State in the 
Union.’ Nowhere is to be found more varied 
natural beauty. Lakes, forests, beautiful lan- 
scapes, rustic towns and villages, forests, majestic 
mountains and hills, unequalled seacoast and 
sandy beaches.
Maine has all the necessary resources, if pro­
perly developed, to place it in the foremost rank 
of great industrial States, as well as a resort State.
How well acquainted are you with the true 
facts of the State of Maine? Are you in a posi­
tion to intelligently inform the visitor within our 
borders, of the great possibilities there are for all 
who reside in the Pine State? Why it is the ideal 
State to live in, the ideal State to invest in ? Why 
it is truly “The finest State in the.Union.”
Keep yourself fully informed as to what is be­
ing done in your State, of the vast potential 
possibilities for growth and expansion in Maine, 
the history of Maine by reading
SUN-UP
Maine’s Own Magazine.
A magazine devoted entirely to the interests of 
Maine.With stories of Maine men and women of 
the past and present, historical data, beauties of 
Maine, stories of great Maine industries, every­
thing pertaining to and of Maine will be fully 
covered in SUN UP a monthly publication issued 
on the 15th of each month, a magazine that is
Entertaining Educational Interesting
You Owe It To Yourself—If You Are Interested 
In Maine—To Read T his Magazine.
Send It To Your Friends Out Of The State.
Sign this Coupon 
and
mail it Today
The WOOD-GATE PUBLISHING CO.,
Monument Square, Portland, Maine,
Gentlemen:
I  enclose $1.50 for One Subscription to “SUN-UP” for 
One Year.
Name......................................................................




A?id That Home by the Sea
The sandy beach for bathing and sheltered cove for boating, 
a part of the property.
JMAGINE, if you can, a joy more exquisite than owning your own little home, and then add to that 
the delight of having that home 
where the sheer beauty of your sur­
roundings would make each new 
day an inspiration to go out and live 
up to it all!
There is a piece of property out on 
the Cape Shore which combines all 
the romance and beauty of Maine’s 
rugged coast, with the restful quietude 
of green lawns and waving tree tops. 
This property is owned by the Cape 
Cottage Park Company and is located 
just at the end of the Cape Cottage
car line. It sounds almost mythical 
in its attractions but a ten minute 
drive by auto from town will show 
you a story book picture.
You will see there lots perched 
upon the very crest of the waves— 
upon which you can visualize a little 
low roofed cottage whose front win­
dows would be washed by the dash­
ing spray. Follow the well kept 
drive that winds through the property 
back a little farther and you will 
come to grounds that sweep majesti­
cally back from the brow of a ravine,
wooded with sturdy 
trees that seem pecu­
liar to Maine alone, 
and these lots com­
mand as their right 
an expanse of tossing 
ocean view that has 
been theirs since time 
began. Then there 
are the lots on the 
Eastern slope, which 
afford a delightful cool­
ness and greenness with 
a view of the great 
Atlantic, showing be­
tween the tree tops.
On this property there 
are two houses com­
pleted, one in the pro­
cess and many more 
going up, and still the 
land has been so ex­
pertly and wisely laid 
out that each lot com­
mands that essential 
privacy that immediate­
ly attaches itself in the 
minds of home-lovers. 
There will be congenial 
neighbors and a won­
d e r fu l  c o m m u n i t y  
spirit for those who 
want  them,  a n d  
sports will develop 
rapidly with the al­
ready natural advan­
tages that the prop­
erty has. There is a 
mooring, a wharf, and 
a cove already there 
to invite boating. One 
of the best small-sized 
sandy beaches along 
the coast makes swim­
ming a delight. There 
are plans made for a 
c ommuni t y  tennis
be no chance for an uncongenial 
group to form. The property, is of 
course, entirely private and necessary 
precautions have been taken to main­
tain this attitude.
The all year ’round advantages are 
many, and as Portland has reached 
a point where there is very little land 
available in the city proper, it is 
natural that there will be a movement 
in some direction, and that move­
ment will, undoubtedly, take place 
in the very near future. It has been 
proved by the last census records 
that the influx of changing or new- 
coming population has certainly gone 
to South Portland and the Cape.
Green foliage and natural shrubbery on one of the bluff lots 
showing the ocean beyond.
A delightful little cottage built down on the point where ships 
pass daily.
c o u r t  A beautiful all 
and many bined'
of the other minor 
sports such as clock golf 
will spring up among 
the members of the 
community. Asa com­
mittee formed by mem­
bers of the board of 
the company and pres­
ent lot owners must 
pass on any newcomers 
desirous of purchas­
ing property there will
Its easy accessibility and natural at­
tractions have drawn people with 
no persuasion, to country land which 
has every convenience of city life. 
T his Cape Cottage property is to 
have snow plows all winter long to 
keep the roads clear, it is fully equip­
ped with gas, water, and electricity, 
the cars run right to the very front 
door of the land every twenty min­
utes. Then, too, don’t forget the 
taxes are low.
Continued on Page 50
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The Island of Mount Desert
The Locatio?i o f The Only N ational Park in The East
By WILLIAM OTIS SAWTELLE
49
Somes Sound from Acadia Mountain, Lafayette 
National Park.
THE foundation of Lafayette • Park on Mount Desert Island, the only National Park in the 
East, has well served a twofold pur­
pose. Not only has wide-spread 
attention been called to the wonder­
ful natural features, the marvelous 
scenic values of Mount Desert it­
self, its majestic indented mountain 
heights, sinuous coast line, and in­
land lakes, but the entire region 
from Blue Hill to Gouldsboro, and 
all the numerous islands off shore, 
are far better known today than 
they were several years ago.
Of Frenchman’s Bay, the Adowa- 
keik of the Abenakis, and with the 
coming of the white traders, known 
to the English as Adowaket, and to 
the French as Doiiaquet, no adequate 
description can ever be written: but 
seeing is believing.
A wealth of historical associations 
is another important asset; and in 
various parts of this country and 
Europe are many original documents 
which permit of authentic and author­
itative statements.
Of the establishment of the French 
Jesuit colony, the first in America, 
at Fernald’s Point on Somes Sound, 
under the patronage of Antoinette 
de Pons, Marquise de Guercheville, 
and of its destruction by Samuel 
Argali, Admiral of Virginia, sometime 
in July 1613, Father Pierre Biard, 
Superior of the mission of Saint 
Sauveur, has left an account which 
is to be found in that monumental 
work, the Jesuit Relations.
From an English viewpoint much 
is to be gleaned from the Court Books 
of the Virginia Company, now 
among the most prized trea­
sures in the Congressional 
Library.
Cadillac, upon whom Denon- 
ville, Governor of Canada, be­
stowed a feudal grant of Acadia 
which included Mount Desert, 
was living here with his young 
wife in May, 1688, if not ear­
lier. The title which he as­
sumed was Seigneur de Doiiaquet 
Monts Deserts, and was still 
used years later, when he be­
came identified with Detroit, 
and Louisiana; 'a title which if 
translated, becomes Lord of 
Frenchman’s Bay and Mount 
Desert.
Almost two and a half cen­
turies ago these Mountains on
the Sea, under the sub­
tle influence of evening 
afterglow and mellow moon­
light, cast their spell upon 
Antoine and Marie Therese 
Guyon, just as they do upon 
brides and grooms of modern 
times.
In 1692, at the request of 
King Louis XIV, Cadillac 
submitted a memoir on A- 
cadia. The original is still 
preserved in the National 
Colonial Archives at Paris, 
and the detailed descriptions 
of the Mount Desert region, 
soundings, and sailing di­
rections are noteworthy.
For some twenty-five years 
Mount Desert was held by Cadillac 
in fief and lordship, to be lost under 
the terms of the treaty of Utrecht, 
whereby “Acadia or Nova Scotia’’ 
was ceded by France to England.
It has often been said that Cad­
illac’s connection with Mount Desert 
was merely nominal; even so, be­
cause of subsequent events, it is 
historically, exceedingly important.
Coincidence it may have been; 
possibly design; but when at the close 
of the Revolutionary War, Massa­
chusetts wished to recognize pub­
licly the services rendered by the 
French troops during the latter part 
of that struggle, there was soon 
placed before the General Court a 
petition from Marie Therese de la 
Mothe Cadillac, granddaughter and 
heir of Cadillac, and wife of Barthol- 
emy de Gregoire, praying that she 
be put in possession of her grand­
father’s Mount Desert estate.
Thomas Jefferson was interested; 
Lafayette gratified; and the General 
Court, favorably inclined, did not 
exercise a “nice scrutiny.” A re­
solve, passed without opposition, 
gave Madame de Gregoire and her 
husband some sixty thousand acres 
of land, including an undivided half 
of Mount Desert Island; the only 
French grant ever validated within 
the limits of the United States.
After recognizing squatter claims, 
making a few private sales, and re­
serving for themselves a small home­
stead lot, Batholemy and Marie 
Therese disposed of the remaining 
property, which was considerable, to 
General Henry Jackson, who soon 
sold out to William Bingham, of 
Philadelphia. Even the de Gre­
goire farm, after their three children 
departed for France, was deeded to 
an islander who agreed in 
return, to care for the old couple 
as long as they lived.
It is not generally known 
that Monsieur and Madame 
de Gregoire are buried on 
Mount Desert Island. A mod­
est granite marker in the Hull’s 
Cove cemetery, just to the 
westward of the l ea Cup Inn, 
indicates the spot, which is 
well worth a visit if only for 
the view. To those who have 
a little sentiment and reverence 
for bygone days, in contemp­
lation of this grave there will 
arise a feeling of pity and sym­
pathy for the poor soul—desert­
ed by her children, bereft of 
her husband a year before she 
Continued on Page 26





O ne of M ain e’s H isto ric  Places
IVitb Its Unsurpassed Scenic Effects and 
Ancient Eandmarks of Histori­
cal Interest
By HENRY E. DUNNACK, State Librarian
FART II
OPPORTUNITIES IN MAINE
STU^AINE invites visitors, tra- 
(LxJCvelers and people seeking 
health giving pleasures. She 
offers picturesque mountains. Lakes 
whose scenic beauty rivals the best in 
all nations. A long coast jeweled 
with lovely harbors, of which great 
authors have written and poets have 
sung. It is by far the finest coast 
on the Atlantic seaboard; lines of 
islands standing like sentinels; bold 
headlands broad indentures, beaches
and rocky precipices 
forming a panorama 
that is incompar­
able.  The  lakes,  
ponds, rivers and 
streams abound with 
salmon, trout, perch, 
pickerel, bass, togue,
—the finest of all game fish. There 
are hills and mountains of impressive 
beauty; the highest, Mount Katah- 
din, rising 5,200 feet above the sea.
Sharpe
A remarkable view of old Fort Popham, taken from the flag 
pole of Fort Baldwin through a long 
range lens.
Finally, there are 15,000,000 acres 
of timberland including deep woods 
through which roam uncounted, even 
unestimated numbers of deer, bears, 
moose and various fur-bearing ani­
mals, making this the great natural 
hunting ground and game preserve 
of the east.
Maine has a wealth of historical 
incidents and ancient landmarks. 
Old forts dating back to the early 
seventeenth century. Popham ante­
dates Plymouth. Kittery, home of 
the first New England city, Geor- 
ganna. Augusta, with its old Ply­
mouth trading post, still standing. 
Ancient stone paved streets at Pema- 
quid, possibly built by the Norse­
men or some early traveler from 
Rome, perhaps by the Spanish or 
early English settlers. Every old 
town has its quaint legends and 
stories of distinguished sons of the 
old world, who sought here an asy­
lum. Here in Maine the archeolo­
gist finds the burying places of the 
most ancient dwellers of the new 
world. The “red paint Indians’’ 
who were ancient people when Caesar 
landed in Briton. You may read 
this story in the fine collection of 
implements found in the State Capitol 
at Augusta.
Maine invites the men who would 
build homes and rear families, she 
offers sane, wholesome social life. 
She offers good schools, which are ever 
seeking the best equipment, the 
highest standard and the most effi­
cient teachers.
Maine extends a beckoning hand 
to the lover of the soil, to the 
young man who loves life in the open,
An Enchanting Road Through The Famed Maine kVoods Continued on Page 19
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The Magic Mirror
A n d  How I t  Came Into My Possession
By THE GENTLEMAN WITH GLASSES
JT WAS early in the year 1919,” continued Lamont, “that the mirror came into my possession. 
In that period following the close of 
the War it received, however, little 
attention beyond the necessary care 
for safety. To this of course it was 
entitled as a memento of my brother 
and a bequest which I knew he valued 
highly. I placed it upon that desk 
in this den of mine, where not un­
naturally it grew into some sem­
blance of companionship as a paper 
weight. And in that capacity it 
remained upon the desk for two 
months scarcely noticed, until one 
night following a hectic day in my 
office it came prominently to my 
attention.
“That day had been a trying one, 
ending in the afternoon with a meet­
ing of the executive committee of the 
Palmetto Railway & Light Corpora­
tion, one of our properties which had 
been giving no end of trouble. The 
Palmetto surely had been a calamity 
child from the start. It had been in 
operation only a few years when a 
fire broke out in the cotton district 
of Palmetto and laid in ashes a large 
portion of the city. In due course 
the Turtle Terrace Hotel, a famous 
winter resort in North Palmetto 
burned to the ground.
By my urgent advice the direc­
tors authorized the building of a 
great hydro-electric station eight 
miles up the river. It took five years 
to plan, finance and complete this 
subsidiary, the Roaring River Power 
Company; but I believed it held the 
solution of the power problem of 
Palmetto and the outlying towns. 
Hardly was it completed, however, in 
1914, when the great War broke out 
in Europe; and all the manufacturers 
who had been clamoring for power 
in July forgot the meaning of the 
word in August. We had to use the 
surplus earnings of the Palmetto to 
pay interest upon the guaranteed 
bonds of the Roaring River Power 
Company, which had power to burn 
and nobody to use it. Of course 
we had to stop preferred dividends on 
the Palmetto and the big stockholders 
were crazy with me for the counsel 
I had forced upon them. They 
wanted to pull my hair.
“Within two years, however, the 
laugh was on my side. The War’s 
industrial wave swept over the coun­
try. The Roaring River Power Com­
pany came to its own. Without it 
the parent company would have 
been helpless. The demand for 
electric current grew by leaps and 
bounds. Beside that, the rising price 
of fuel and labor would 
have swamped us with­
out this hydro-electric 
station; all set, finan­
ced and ready for busi­
ness. It looked like 
brighter days ahead; 
but not so. Along 
came daylight saving 
and cut $20,000 out 
of earnings every sum­
mer. Along comes the 
commander of Camp 
Henry Clay with a com­
plaint. The Palmetto 
Railway & Light Cor­
poration is not furnish­
ing cars enough. Forty 
thousand men on the 
average in that con­
centration camp on the 
edges of Palmetto, and 
all those men yearning 
to ride on our cars. 
Something of course 
had to be done. We
“I  have it!” I  shouted. bought ten large and
n"PHIS remarkable story, having 
1 brought the Magic Mirror 
from Europe in the First Part, 
pursues now in the Second Part, 
the experience of its new owner 
in America.
The stirring events in which 
it mingles are drawn from real 
life, the characters are real people 
and the calamities of Palmetto 
are true even to the burning of 
the last hotel.
The student of psychology will 
recognize the covert suggestion of 
the origin of thought, and even 
the casual reader will again per­
ceive the subtle blending of past 
and present influences.
In our next number the Mirror 
will arrive at Portland, and the 
narrative of what it finds here will 
take a place with the city's 
choicest literature.
—EDITOR.
heavy electric railway passenger cars, 
paid $5000 a piece for them second 
hand, had them rushed down from 
Syracuse, New York, and were able to 
take care of the heavy travel on both 
city and interurban lines. For eight 
weeks we did a fine business. Then 
along came the ’flu’. Camp Henry 
Clay went into quarantine. The 
public of Palmetto were scared to 
death; and with good reason. The 
cars went almost empty; the railway 
went almost broke.
“Then came another blow; this 
time a real one. Hardly had the joy­
ful demonstration of Armistice day 
quieted down, when our minds were 
again perturbed by an order handed 
down by the Government wage ad­
justment board; as a result of which 
we had immediately to raise the wages 
of all our platform men. Owing 
to the hydro-electric power plant and 
the increase of power business we 
were earning annually by the end ol 
the War about $100,(XX) surplus over 
all interest charges. But that ad­
vance to the platform men took the 
whole of it.
“And then just to prove that it 
never rains but it pours, along came 
the railway commission of the state, 
and ordered our property put into 
Continued on page 34
When You Have Finished Reading This Copy—Send It To A  Friend—In Or Out Of Maine—It Will Help The State
Sun-Up
“ The Bunk”
A  Plea for Dishonest Advertising
JONCE studied advertising for a solid year. It was when I was doing a term in the Maine State 
Prison. We prisoners were allowed 
newspapers, but the rules required 
the Warden to cut out all accounts 
of murders, robberies and divorces. 
That left the advertising, so we read 
that.
Recently I read somewhere that 
only 5% of all the advertising is 
dishonest. I was shocked and have 
been doing my best since to get the 
percentage back where it used to be. 
1 deplore the new tendency in ad­
vertising to tell the truth. That’s no 
way to get the public to buy. I love 
the ads that cheer and inebriate. A 
good all ’round, robust lie has a charm 
for me that the truth—even when 
illustrated in three colors—can never 
have. I just dote on oil stock cir­
culars. Thank Heaven for that gal­
lant 5% that are making their last 
stand for Romance in this lamentably 
truthful world.
l ake the medical advertisements, 
for example. You know them, with 
their symptoms and their testi­
monials. You pick one up and start 
reading it. You’re as healthy a 
specimen as ever slept from nine to 
five in any office. You can smoke 
six cigars a day. You can change 
four tires on the way home. You 
can play stud poker all night. You 
feel as though you could lift the 
Woolworth Building or lick Jack 
Dempsey or get a seat in the New 
York subway. You are strong— 
disgracefully, unnecessarily strong.
Then you start reading the symp­
toms in the medical ads. Gradually 
it dawns on you that for years you 
have been a walking corpse; that your 
liver has bad freckles on it and that 
your lights are very dim; that your 
lungs are short as full of holes as a 
suit of Porus Knit 
underwear; that your 
feet and your chest and 
your head are flat; that 
actually the only thing 
that keeps you from 
coming completely un­
glued and falling apart 
is your President Sus­
penders and your Paris 
Garters. You’re a sick 
man, by Gosh have been 
for years, and the fact 
that you’re able to get
By AUSTIN H. MacCORMICK
down to work at all in the morning is 
evidence of tremendous will-power. 
You weep with self-pity. Why, man 
alive, you have every disease in the 
alphabet from Asthma to Zimbalist. 
But the ads tell you how to cure your­
self as John Goop of Sou’-Sou’west 
Harbor, Maine and Minnie Price of 
Kick-off Village, Conn, and the 
others who sign the testimonials 
did. You notice that these cures 
don’t seem to have any effect on city 
folks, at least judging by the testi­
monial signers.
John Goop—57 years old and sound 
as a nut from shoulders down—tells 
how he was cured of leprosy, pleurisy, 
and flat feet by the daily use of Old 
Bill’s Home Remedy. Now, I know 
John Goop—lived right next door 
to him all my life. He’s been a sick 
man for 30 years. Some days he’s so 
doggone weak that he can hardly get 
down to Bill Otis McCobb’s store and 
has to sit there till he gets up strength 
enough to get home to dinner. A good 
many years ago he took to reading the 
medical ads and began to go right 
down hill. Suffered from dizziness 
right straight along, especially Satur­
day nights coming home from Sherb 
Barlow’s pool-room. Had pains in 
his back too—shooting pains every 
time he filled the coal-hod or tried to 
coax a little wood out of the wood­
shed. No doctor could do anything 
for him. Dying on his feet he was, 
from elephantiasis or eucalyptus or 
some disease in five syllables, as near 
as he could diagnose it from the medi­
cal ads.
Then he happened to hit on Old 
Bill’s Home Remedy. Nice harm­
less stuff it was, and smooth as silk. 
Ten per cent, of every bottle, so the 
ads said, was aestheria, an extract 
brewed by an Indian witch-doctor 
from roots dug in North Carolina.
And the other 90%, though the ads 
didn’t mention it, was an extract 
brewed by Old Bill himself from corn 
grown in Kentucky. Now John 
Goop takes a bottle of the Home 
Remedy every day. Never has an 
ache or pain. Says he’s cured. 
You bet he’s cured. He’s pickled— 
pickled like a cucumber when Mr. 
Heinz gets through knocking it for 
57 loops.
And then the strong man ads. 
Just pick up a copy of some well- 
known physical culture magazine 
and look at the pictures and see if 
you don’t feel like a useless collec­
tion of hoofs, hide and tallow. Look 
at the strong men Lionel Strongfort 
and Liederman and Swadoba and 
Kaliopolis. Notice the names. 
None of the Smiths and Murphys 
and Grogans are anything but mere 
striplings. See how they stand there 
in the pictures, displaying to the pub­
lic gaze a collection of biceps and 
forceps, rib roasts and chuck roasts, 
that looks like a butcher’s show 
window on Dollar Day. I’ve taken 
those strong man courses, guaran­
teed to make you as big as Jess 
Willard in 30 days, and look at me 
now—127 pounds of bone and gristle 
that a starving dog wouldn’t cross 
the street for. I drank nuxated iron 
’til I got rusty every time I took a 
bath.
But where would Education be to­
day without the advertisements? 
Would John G. Jones, ordinary citi­
zen, know that his car has Timken 
roller bearings if he didn’t read it 
in the Saturday Evening Post? 
Again, would he care? He doesn’t 
know where the bearings are, to be 
sure; thinks they’re under the back 
seat with the pump and the spare 
tubes; but he knows he’s got them 
and wouldn’t think of smarting on a 
long trip without them. 
And if it wasn’t for 
the automobile ads., 
what do you think 
Jones would do if some­
body told him he had 
a full-floating rear axle? 
Rush the old boat to a 
garage and wouldn’t 
stir until that axle was 
high and dry. But not 
he nowadays. He reads 
the ads and he knows 
that the Stucks and the
Continued on Page SO
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Making Men From Boys
Uncle Sam Offers Real Vacation to Young Me?i in 
Citizen's M ilitary 'Training Camps "This Summer
By PHILIP B. SHARPE
JT is a cool morning—about five- fifteen. The season of hot days and cool nights is here. It is 
August. A regular army sergeant 
strolls to the megaphone with a bugle 
and sounds “First Call” for Reveille.
Within the many tents and bar­
racks there is a stir. Beneath the 
olive drab blankets on the rows of 
cots a few arms are drawn, and 
stretching operations are in order. 
At almost the same time the door of 
the Orderly Room opens and the 
Top Sergeant breezes forth with his 
whistle.
‘ ‘ Pi r-r-r-r-r-r-r-r Pi r-r-r- r- r- r- r- r. 
Come on out of those blankets! 
What’s the matter with you fellers? 
Sleep all uv the time?” And the 
sergeant strolls out.
Immediately the sedate quiet of 
the barracks is transformed into one 
of intense action. Young men turn 
out and there is a rush to get into the 
olive drab uniforms to be ready for 
the roll call 15 minutes later. The 
active ones get shaved and washed 
before the “Fall In” is sounded. And 
then—“Jones.” “Here.” “Wilson.”
“Here.” “Smith.” “Here.”....And a
day at the C.M.T.C. is begun.
There are few young men and pa­
rents in New hmgland who have not 
heard of the Citizen’s Military Train­
ing C am  p—b e t t e r 
known and off icial ly 
termed the CMTC. It 
is Uncle Sam’s idea for 
training the y o u n g
TWO OFFICERS 
WHO WILL CON­
TROL THE 1925 
CAMPS
Colonel Blanton IVinship, right, who is Officer in Charge of 
CMTC Affairs is the gentleman who handles all matters 
until the opening of the camps. The affairs of the 
students are then placed under the capable 
leadership of Colonel Edgar A. Frye 
of the Fifth Infantry, Portland
blood of America to make them into 
better citizens in civilian life. Lest 
Sun-Up readers misinterpret the idea 
back of the camps, it is well to state 
that the CMTC movement is not 
training camp for war 
Briefly summed up it is 
this: training in better 
citizenship; p h y s i c a l  
training, including that 
of carriage which is ob­
tained through s o m e  
military drill; athletic 
training in v a r i o u s  
sports, baseball, volley­
ball, swimming a n d  
others; friendly compe­
tition in drills between 
individuals and organi­
zations with prizes to 
the best outfits; and 
military instruction which shows that 
one cannot simply don a uniform and 
become a good soldier at once.
The C.M.T.C. movement is prac­
tically a youngster in the plans of 
Uncle Sam. The first camps were 
held in August, 1921 at Camp Devens 
and the writer had the privilege of 
attending them in that year, in 1922, 
and in 1923 as both a student and an 
official observer. During the year 
1923 he served as state chairman of 
CMTC a c t i v i t i e s  in 
Maine previous to the 
camps, a position now 
officially called State Civ­
ilian Aide to the Secre­
tary of War and held dur­
ing the past two years by 
Sabine W. Wood of Ban­
gor.
Since the start the Cit­
izen’s Military Training 
Camps have been suc­
cessful. They have grown 
year by year and there 
has always been a large 
number of disappointed 
applicants who were un­
able to get in because the 
quota has been filled long 
before the camps open.
Three thousand young 
men will be trained again 
this summer in the First 
Corps Area, perhaps bet­








Physical training, a prime factor in the camp activities, contains 
mass calisthenics to start each day. An overnight hike is also 
a f  eature of the camps and here the students learn the 
principles of camping and camp sanitation
to the usual custom, however, this 
year the Corps Area Camp will be 
sub-divided and instead of one large 
camp at Camp Devens, Mass., there 
will be one at Fort Adams, R. I., 
Camp Devens, Fort McKinley, Port­
land, Fort Ethan Allen, Vermont, 
and Fort Terry, New York.
The month at the CMTC costs the 
students nothing. All expenses from 
the time he starts from his home until 
he returns are paid by the govern­
ment. While no salary is offered, 
the camp offers an ideal vacation and 
he who attends will profit im- 
im measurably.
The camp this year at Fort McKin­
ley brings the CMTC directly into 
Maine for the first time. If it works 
out right it will be a big thing for the 
State in bringing visitors here. For 
the camp will contain some five to 
six hundred young men from every 
state in New England. And on 
visiting days come the parents and 
friends.
Here is what a student gets if one 
cares for the bare facts and nothing 
else: The Government will pay all 
necessary expenses including trans­
portation to camp and return, uni­
forms, laundry, food, medical care 
and emergency dental treatment. 
What the student gets out of it in 
addition to this cannot be figured on 
such a basis.
There are four courses of instruc- 
Continued on page 41
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Wrecking of the Annie G. MacGuire
A  Chat IVith the Keeper o f the Portland Head L ight Giving 
Details o f a IVreck of Forty Years Ago
“ 7T was Christmas Eve, 1886. 
And it was snowing in a way that 
only a Maine Winter can snow. 
You couldn’t see a hand in front 
of ya. But very strangely it was not 
blowing a gale and the night was 
calm. I was going to bed and be­
lieve that I had already gone through 
the first stages of undressing. Father
was on watch in the light tower and 
the world was as silent as death.
“Suddenly the door burst open 
and Father roared in. He was minus 
his hat which he usually wore in the 
tower. The neck button was gone 
from his shirt. Standing in the 
kitchen he roared in a deep and 
excited voice, ‘All-1-1-1 Ha-a-ands 
tur-r-r-n out!! There’s a ship ashore 
in the dooryard.’
“In my excitement I put both 
socks on one foot and then got my 
shoes mixed. Coming down the 
stairs some half-dozen at a time— 
I was more spry than I am now—I 
lost my footing and damn near 
broke my neck. But I got down.
“In the back yard was a ship, sure 
enough. The pilot had apparently 
been overcome from hunger and 
work and slept over the wheel al­
though he almost beat me up when 
I suggested it. The snow obscured 
vision to a large degree, but he 
shoulda seen that light.
“When father spoke of the ship 
being in the back yard he sure was 
right. She wasn’t 50 yards from the 
house and less than 100 feet from 
the light tower so I can’t see how 
she got in there. But there she
was and with a bad list to her.’’ 
The speaker was Joseph Strout, 
keeper of the most famous light on 
the Atlantic Coast—Portland Head 
Light. The ship being discussed has 
been perpetuated through the crude 
wooden cross erected on the rocks 
beside the light and by a sign painted 
in black on the fiat surface of a ledge, 
“In memory of the 
Annie C. MacGuire, 
wrecked here December 
24, 1886.”
Mr. Strout is a gen­
ial type of man. His 
memory is keen and his 
description o f  t h i s  
wreck too vivid for 
the writer to portray.
“The Annie C. Mac­
Guire,” he says, “was 
a schooner from Nova 
Scotia. She had made 
a trip from Buenos 
Aires to Portland. Her 
crew of 18 was of all 
nationalities and con­
tained besides the us­
ual men, the Captain’s 
wife and 12 year old boy. The 
weather was sufficiently calm to 
permit the men to jump ashore, al­
most without help, so hard on the 
ledge was the vessel.
“That Captain was named Thomas 
O’Niel and the boy was Thomas, 
Junior. About 30 years later I was 
sitting out in the yard one sunny 
afternoon and a strange man walked 
in. ‘This Mr. Strout?’ he asked. 
I told him that he was right. ‘Glad 
to see you again,’ he told me.
‘Again?’ I asked him. I 
never saw you before.’
‘You never saw me!
I was wrecked here a 
long time ago.’ Sure 
enough, it was little 
Tommy grown up big.
“But to get back to 
the Annie C. and that 
night. No one slept.
My mother got some 
food and we arranged 
shelter for the men.
We had a full house and 
it sure was full. But 
the men were not. I 
never saw such hungry 
men in my life. We fed
them on coffee and everything else 
we had cooked. Lucky for those 
men that they came on a holiday 
when there was an extra large supply 
of food cooked.
“The day before we had killed 
eight chickens so that we could have 
a great feed on Christmas. Ma made 
all eight into the best damn pie you 
ever saw. It made but little im­
pression on those half-starved bloat­
ers, though. I got one plate.full.
“But we forgave them. There 
was nothing on that boat to eat. 
All they had was a large supply of 
salt beef and macaroni with plenty 
of lime juice to drink. If you eat 
much salt beef you have to drink 
lime juice to keep from getting the 
scurvy. For months that crew had 
not tasted any fresh food.
“But after that pie the men all 
wanted to stay. They loafed around 
for three days and ate most of the 
food we had while dad did his best 
to convince them that we were a 
lighthouse and not a life saving 
station. At last the Sailors’ Board­
ing House people came and got them.
“Before they left they went aboard 
the hulk and brought ashore two cases 
of Scotch whiskey. The whole gang 
then got drunk and they celebrated 
by beating up the cook because he 
didn’t feed them any better and the 
poor devil didn’t have anything in 
the stores for them. He was as bad 
a wreck as the ship.”
Pausing to bite off a chew of to­
bacco, Mr. Strout pointed with his 
thumb at a painting on the wall.
Continued on page 25
A NEW SERIES
7 T 7ITH this story, Sun-Up inaugurates 
* * a series of true stories gleaned from 
interviews with keepers of prominent 
lighthouses throughout Maine. The 
Romance of the life in a lighthouse is sec­
ond only to the Romance of the Sea. As 
everyone knows Portland Head Light, this 
interview with its keeper, Mr. Joseph 
Strout, is be used as the initial number of 
the series because of the prominence the
oldest light on the Atlantic Coast deserves.
—Editor
Copyright 1924, Philip B. Sharpe
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MacMillian s Radio Equipment
A  Non-'Technical Review of the Equipment PVhich Mea?is 
Communication IVith the Outside W  or Id For the Explorer
By PHILIP B. SHARPE, Portland Representative American Radio Relay League
RADIO! What a remarkable de­velopment this new science of radio has been in the world. 
Much of the remarkable results 
achieved can be directly traced to 
amateur radio.
This month when the MacMillan 
expedition sails for the North Foie 
from Wiscasset, it will pass all out­
posts of civilization within a few 
weeks. From then on, through the 
weary months, Amateur Radio will 
be the sole means of communication 
with the outside world. It 
was quite successful on 
MacMillan’s last trip and 
the World awaits its test 
this year.
Once more Amateur Ra­
dio has its opportunity in 
a project in which nothing 
but Amateur Radio could 
achieve the desired result.
Will it be successful this 
time? Or will it be a fail­
ure? Few radio engineers 
believe that it will be a fail­
ure, as the expedition will 
this time carry unique radio 
equipment which has been 
carefully tested before be­
ing installed.
It is Commander Donald 
B. MacMillan’s intention 
to explore that great un­
known area of a million 
square miles near the North 
Pole. He hopes to prove 
definitely whether or not 
land lies within this area, 
and if there is land, to find 
out something of its characteristics.
Newspapers have discussed at 
length the method of conducting 
these explorations — by means of 
two amphibian airplanes — planes 
which can land safely upon ice, land 
or water — so that phase of the trip 
will not be discussed here.
Among the many Sun-Up readers 
who are radio fans, there will un­
doubtedly be a large number who 
may be listed as radio amateurs and 
technical bugs. Those who are tech­
nically inclined will be interested in 
the radio equipment which Mac­
Millan will carry.
Backing MacMillan in this work, 
and greatly assisting the radio ex­
perimentations is Commander Eu­
gene F. McDonald, Jr., president of 
the Zenith Radio Corporation of 
Chicago. Two ships will be used by 
MacMillan — he, himself, will com­
mand the schooner Bowdoin and 
Commander McDonald will be second 
in command and will skipper the 
Neptune, a Scottish whaler.
Both ships will be radio equipped. 
The Neptune will carry the regular 
ship equipment and the Bowdoin 
will have a short wave transmitter
THE BIG THREE
These are the men who will make history and who are expected 
to gather in some very valuable scientific facts on the trip to the 
Arctic regions. On the left is Commander Donald B. Mac­
Millan, in the center is Lieutenant John L. Reinartz who will 
handle the radio work, and on the right is Commander E. F. 
McDonald, Jr., second in command of the expedition.
and receiver designed and built to 
meet those special conditions which 
are encountered in operation on the 
wave bands centering about 20, 40,
80, and 160 meters. This equipment 
was designed and built by K. E.
Hassel and H. Forbes of the Zenith 
Laboratories, together with John 
Reinartz of 1-XAM.
The Bowdoin’s transmitter con­
sists of a panel-mounted 250-watt 
tube with the necessary accessories 
connected according to the special 
circuit.
The discovery of new possibilities 
in low wave lengths seems to indicate 
that tremendous distances can be 
covered with a comparatively low
power. The 20 and 40 meter wave 
bands in particular have opened up 
a new field for development.
The 20 meter band has apparently 
conquered the diminution of the 
range of transmitters in the daytime 
as compared with their normal night 
distance. In designing and building 
the equipment to be supplied Dr. 
MacMillan, the engineers were forced 
to consider the daylight conditions 
under which the communication must 
be maintained between the Mac­
Millan expedition and Civi­
lization, due to the fact 
that the party will be in 
twenty-four hours of day­
light during almost his en­
tire stay in the North.
In addition to the equip­
ment on the two ships, the 
two Navy A mp h i b i a n  
planes which will accom­
pany them, are also being 
equipped with very low 
powered short wave equip­
ment for communication 
with the mother ship. 
These transmitters are of 
necessity very light and 
small, being entirely dry 
cell operated. The trans­
mitter tube used is the or­
dinary UV201-A such as is 
used for a detector tube in 
the ordinary broadcast re­
ceiver. This offers an idea 
of the extremely small 
power available.
Yet this same small 
equipment was recently 
tested with astounding results. 
Mr. Reinartz tested one of the 
small airplane transmitters one night 
last month from his home at South 
Manchester, Conn., and carried on 
two way communication with ama­
teur radio station 8-CIC, owned by 
John Benedict at Kalamazoo, Michi­
gan, a distance of approximately 800 
mile?, using a wave length of 30 
meters. This is a new world’s record 
for low power short wave transmis­
sion. The total power available for this 
test which was on regular dry battery 
equipment, was approximately 1-40 of 
the current used in an ordinary electric 
light bulb! In other words this dis- 
Continuea on page 42
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From Bath To Bar Harbor
A n  Incomparable 'Trip Along the Coast o f Maine, Made More 
Beautiful by the Richness o f Its Historical Core
By “MADAM MYSELF”
56
THE history of the New World is so closely interwoven with the history of Maine that none can 
pass along her shores without con-' 
stant reminder of the strange and 
epochmaking events which have 
marked this region for their own. 
Those who take the coastal trail be­
ginning at the City of Bath might 
well pause for a few hours before 
crossing the beautiful Kennebec River 
and follow along its shining current, 
through green and lovely country 
lanes, down to the river’s mouth 
where stands Fort Popham, the old 
fort and the new, replete with the 
earliest histories of the New England 
shore.
Here in 1606, fourteen years before 
the memorable landing of the Pil­
grims at Plymouth Rock, an adven­
turous crew sent out by Lord John 
Popham and Sir Ferdinando Gorges, 
active promoters of colonization, had 
sent two ships to make a settlement 
within the bounds of Maine. With 
little adaptability for this sort of 
business, calling for skill and re­
sourcefulness, they failed, as might 
have been expected; but two years 
later, under Captain Raleigh Gilbert, 
another ship arrived there safely, to 
be later met by Popham and his 
crew in a third ship. Never from 
that time has the place been wholly 
deserted, and lying at the mouth of 
the Kennebec, it has been a strong­
hold in times of war. When the Civil 
War broke out a massive stone fort 
was hastily erected there, but never
completed, t h o u g h  
manned and provi­
sioned during the war, 
and during the World 
War barracks have been 
established there and 
the place again swarmed 
with so ld i e ry .  The 
beach itself is beautiful, 
and summer colonists 
in large numbers come 
there for the pictur­
esque mingling of rock 
and beach-shore which 
this famous place af­
fords. A half day trip 
from BatR to this beach 
seems almost necessary 
for the student of 
American history as the
beginning of the trip 
along the coast where 
every village has its 
own traditions and at­
tractions.
Crossing the Kenne­
bec on the Fernando 
Gorges, the railroad 
ferry which is so amus­
ing and attractive to 
visitors, one sweeps 
through country liter­
ally filled with charm 
for the eye and for the 
mind — Georgetown, 
where in a quaint four 
corners stands the old­
est school house, they 
claim, in Maine; Wis- 
c a s se t, permanently 
settled in 1710, where 
a home was prepar­
ed as a refuge for 
Marie Antoinette which 
that unfortunate Queen 
was never to see; a 
village of quaint old 
houses, from which one 
Governor and four Con­
gressmen have gone, 
where yet stands Fort 
Edgecomb, and a pow­
der house hearkening 
back to pre-revolution­
ary days. On through 
Damariscotta, Noble- 
boro and Waldoboro, 
in the first of the three 
being established the 
first Catholic parish in
in distance.
Maine and the second in New Eng­
land, and then comes Thomaston, 
but to reach that town one has passed 
the huge mounds of oyster shells 
which are in a sense prehistoric, for 
none can tell when nor why these 
mounds of shells which tower in some 
instances thirty-one feet high, were 
erected.
A semi-detour, clingling closer 
along the shore line, takes in the 
township of Boothbay, where the 
Harbor is the largest settlement, on 
a magnificent bay much sought by 
yachting parties and formerly a large 
shipbuilding center. Many summer 
.visitors make the place gay, and here 
is established a government lobster 
hatchery which is very generally 
visited by strangers.
Entrance Camden Harbor—Negro Light House in Background
G A Y
Owls Head at Rockland
June •**> -***
Thomaston, once the richest of all 
Maine towns, is now quiet and shorn 
of its former glories, though princi­
pally inhabited by retired people of 
means. Here was once Fort George, 
and a century later here General 
Henry Knox spent his declining days.
He married Lucy Fluker, daughter 
of his greatest enemy, and fled with 
her to this quiet town, to offer him­
self a volunteer to General Ward, and 
later became the life-long friend of 
General Washington. His magnifi­
cent home in this town, Montpelier, 
was the scene of innumerable hospi­
talities, but through the shortsighted­
ness of the townspeople was razed to 
the ground to make room for ship­
yards. The Daughters of the Ameri­
can Revolution are now trying to re­
construct this home and make it a 
museum for the many relics of the 
Knox family in this region.
The city of Rockland, on another 
magnificent harbor, is the first port 
of call for Boston boats and sends 
daily a fleet of small boats to the 
many islands and villages along the 
shores. Here the naval craft of our 
Navy are sent for their trial runs, 
and the town is continually gay 
with parties of sailors on shore 
leave. From this city tourists 
make trips to Matinicus, the rough­
est off-coast island, seventeen miles 
straight out to sea, and to Mon- 
hegan Island, also reached from 
Boothbay, where artists abound, 
and which is well worth a visit.
And close by Rockland lies Cam­
den, another little seaport city, 
famous for its limestone quarries, 
its beautiful scenery and its pros­
perous people. And a few miles THOmastom jl 
further Belfast, settled in 1770 by 
Scotch-Irish emigrants, and over­
looking a beautiful bay, its fine 
homes rise on the sloping sides of 
the town.
No traveler who likes to study 
early history of this country will 
abstain from visiting Castine, while 
in this vicinity. It may be reached 
by boat from Belfast or from Rock­
land, and is a wonderful village, a 
relic of the olden times. The 
houses retain their signs of early 
splendors, the old fortifications, of 
which there were many, are still 
distinguishable. Here the British 
quartered themselves during the 
War of 1812 as well as in the Revo­
lutionary period, and almost every 
foot of ground is a memorial to 
some significant happening. The 
townspeople have erected tablets 
and markers wherever historical 
incidents occurred, and one can 
spend a whole day wandering about 
the town, recalling to mind the
strange happenings which worked 
toward the establishment of this 
country as a nation by itself. The 
town was founded by the Baron 
Castin, a young nobleman of France, 
and is replete with stories of him and 
his deeds. He married an Indian 
maiden of the Penobscot tribe, and 
their daughters married Frenchmen 
of good standing and wealth.
From this point to Ellsworth, on 
the Penobscot river, one drives along 
in the shadow of The Blue Hills, a 
most remarkable range of low moun­
tains which have the most intense 
blue lights and shadows and which 
are universally admired. Ellsworth, 
for many years the home of Senator 
Eugene Hale, is an inland city, and 
yet has been for many years a place 
of shipbuilding and of fisheries, being 
on the open Penobscot River, a few 
miles above the mouth at the head 
of Penobscot Bay.
Ellsworth is a beautiful little city, 










Quebec, and the coast along here has 
more beautiful inlets and harbors 
than on any similar stretch of coast 
on the Atlantic seaboard. The drive 
up the Penobscot river from this city 
to Bangor, though cutting for the 
moment away from the coast, is so 
beautiful that many tourists choose 
to make the detour, to call upon the 
second largest city of Maine, the 
home and heart of the lumbering in­
terests and the wholesale district for 
the northern part of the state. It is 
a city of many memories, of the 
olden time when Norumbega, the 
Indian chief, was at the head of the 
Penobscot tribe, and at the same time 
the perfect type of an old and digni­
fied New England city.
Back again to Ellsworth, and on 
through Bucksport, one of the quaint­
est and most renowned of Maine 
towns, where in 1759 Governor Pow- 
nall builded a considerable stronghold 
in Fort Point, and where Col. Jona­
than Buck set up a sawmill, and for 
whom the town was named. It is 
famous for its Seminary, its com­
merce, its natural charm, and for 
“Old Jed Prouty,” the best known 
down-east character ever put upon 
a stage. His old tavern still stands, 
now quite up to date.
From Ellsworth to Mount Desert, 
the Mecca of the tourist, is all too 
short a ride, along roads that skirt 
blue lakes and sparkling brooks, 
and cross green fields and through 
dense woods like those of no place 
else in the world, Mount Desert, 
famous for its splendid scenery, the 
Newport of New England. Here 
fashion has taken possession, and 
here poets and prose writers stand 
helpless, in the attempt to describe 
its mountains, caves, bluffs, lakes, 
and its incomparable ocean scenery. 
It cannot be adequately pictured; 
it must be seen.
Known to the people since 1688, 
and settled by many families, 
Mount Desert first sprang into 
existence as a summer resort when 
the first hotel was erected there in 
the years following the close of the 
Civil War. By 1875 the hotel 
business was growing rapidly, at 
Northwest Harbor, Southwest Har­
bor, and most of all at Bar Harbor, 
and soon a steamboat line was run 
to that settlement, and a railroad 
down from Bangor to the point 
across the Bay, and Bar Harbor 
came up like a mushroom. Many 
of the wealthiest people of this 
country erected summer homes 
here rivalling those of Newport, 
and it became almost as exclusive. 
For many years fashion has ruled 
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W h at is G o d ’s T im e?
While not taking sides in the daylight controversy, 
this magazine would point out that the argument of 
‘-‘God’s time” is an empty premise. The reasoning is 
not sound. Indeed it is not reasoning at all. Any at­
tempt to set up Standard time as “God’s time” is a 
boomerang. Many supporters of Standard have no 
realization that it was only established 40 years ago. 
They might well consider what their fathers were saying 
in those days. We quote for their benefit the words of a 
prominent Portland jeweler whose memory goes back 
to the last generation. “Many of our customers then, 
as well as now, were from out of town,” he states. 
“When they came in to have their watches repaired we 
always asked how they would like to have them set— 
railroad time or local time. ‘Railroad time’ was the 
common term for Standard in those days. You should 
have seen the look of scorn on their faces.— ‘You set 
it on God’s time,’ said they; ‘we don’t want Payson 
Tucker’s time. We want God’s time’.
“Now I should like to ask this present generation” 
continued the jeweler, “how some of them feel so 
cock sure they are now clinging to God’s time? Accord­
ing to their fathers, they are only clinging to Payson 
Tucker’s time.”
It would be well to recognize that Standard time 
was established in 1885 for the benefit of the rail-roads. 
It was established to do away with local time—when 
every little center had its own time, when Boston was 
five minutes later than Portland, and the setting of 
watches was a continuous performance. Benjamin Frank­
lin started the question over 100 years ago, the use and 
value of daylight. It is a problem that is being worked 
out now by the dense population of the Atlantic sea­
board. What that great population regards as best for its 
happiness and health is going in the end to prevail. The 
controversy has now reached Maine. There is-something 
to be said on both sides. We take no issue with argu­
ments But we would point out that this question is 
a problem and not a whim—and a problem too big to 
be settled by ridicule or claiming God.
R um  Row
It is one thing to read about “rum row.” It is quite 
another thing to hear the captain of your steamer as he
calls attention to that long line of dots and dashes upon 
the horizon. Out there upon the waters, knocking 
about upon the high seas, 20 miles from the coast— 
those dots and dashes are a witness to the mighty 
struggle which is going on; a conflict between an ancient 
custom and a new order. Again and again has the world 
seen these shocks of opposing forces, the upheaval of the 
accepted and the usual. The generations have always 
stood aghast at the change, ignorant of the cause and 
deploring the outcome. But the change has moved 
steadily on.
Awake then to the character of those dots and dashes 
out there upon the sea. They are not the real rum row. 
They are phantoms; only ghosts of a rum row that is 
no more.
The real rum row had no need to seek shelter beyond a 
12 mile limit. The craft of the real rum fleet entered 
port with colors flying; anchored in the bay; made fast to 
the wharf; discharged cargo— protected by the law. 
“I remember,” says Longfellow, writing of 100 years
ago —
“I remember the black wharves and the slips 
And the sea tides tossing free 
And the Spanish sailors with bearded lips 
And the beauty and mystery of the ships 
And the magic of the sea.”
But to the historian there is no mystery about the 
ships. Trade with the West Indies was increasing 
vastly; and in return for our lumber and salt fish we re­
ceived “those triple products of the cane—sugar, mo­
lasses and rum.” That was the real rum row.
Will it ever come back? We are not asking whether 
A would like it to return; whether B would like to it 
recede. We simply ask, will rum row come back? Over 
100 years ago it was legally intrenched along the popu­
lous ports of the Atlantic seabord. Today it is an out­
law that dares not come within the 12 mile limit of the 
shore. And eminently is it proper for “Maine’s Own 
Magazine” to review the question of its future. For 
Maine was the very first state to give it a kick out to sea.
First then we would point out that no real estimate 
of its future can be made until we ascertain and weigh 
the causes that brought it to the present pass. Turning 
back to 150 years ago we find that “Nothing could be 
done from the burial of a friend or the quiet sessions of a 
town committee, to the raising of the frame of a barn 
or a meeting house, but the men must be goaded on by 
the stimulus of rum.”
Out of that situation came a protest. Fifty years 
went by and along the water front there grew up among 
merchants and traders the custom of the “ 11 o’clock” 
and the “4 o’clock.” A writer visiting this state at 
that time has recorded that the Maine coast was in­
habited by a race of drunkards. The protest then be­
came a revolt. The age of machinery began, and Maine 
voted prohibition. The age of railroading came into 
full swing, and Kansas voted prohibition. The age of 
the automobile arrived, and the nation voted prohibition. 
Rum row went out to sea.
This then is the situation. When protected by law 
and ancient custom, rum row could not keep itself in 
port. Today, outlawed; and with ancient custom 
badly battered, is there any real expectation, are there 
any real signs that public opinion will permit it to come 
back? If public opinion be really against it, does any 
one believe that the American nation will even permit it 
to remain where it is?
Continued on Page 53
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Maine Homes For Maine People
Standardization and Elimination o f Waste by a Maine Concern 'Fransbates 
Rent Receipts into Shingles, Bedrooms, Fireplaces and Breakfast Nooks
By PHILIP B. SHARPE,
Industrial Editor of Sun-Up.
(gW /  5HY IS IT that everyone
1 / 1 /  wishes to own a home? Why 
* '  have song writers, story book 
writers and poets all incor- 
orated something about “the little 
ungalow for two” or some similar 
phrase in the product of their genius?
Analysis sets the matter on a psy­
chological basis; it is one of the fun­
damentals of human nature. We all 
live. We all look forward to happiness 
and success, and we all dread failure. 
Owning a home gives a satisfaction 
and independence that can be ob­
tained in no other way—there is al­
ways some place to go when the day’s 
work is done or the evening’s plea­
sure is over.
The human desire for a home is 
something which cannot be taken 
from one. It begins with the first 
signs of intelligence in a human being. 
Take the five year old girl. She gets 
her dolly and together they “play 
house.” If she has a sister or other 
little girl playmates they all play 
house together and enjoy it. “Play­
ing house,” as the little ones call it, 
shows the child’s natural instinct 
for a home, and that idea grows 
throughout her life.
When she is ten years old she 
commences to think more of the 
home—it is before she reaches the 
flapper state and wants more of the 
joys dear to the heart of the young 
girl. She helps mother, she wants to 
learn to cook; she is happy in her 
home life. If her parents own their 
home she will cling to the advan­
tages of home ownership when she 
becomes a woman.
From ten to twenty the girl goes 
through the high school education 
period and enjoys life in a 
frivolous manner. But at 
twenty she becomes more 
serious and settles down.
She thinks of her home—of 
the home that her father 
and mother have given her, 
and she dreams about the 
day when she, too, will have 
a home of her own and per­
haps a family.
But how about the boy?
When he is a youngster of 
five he also will play house 
with the girls and get as 
much satisfaction from it as
anyone. But as he gets older he 
shows the masculine tendency to 
draw away from “that girl stuff,” 
as he calls it. He doesn’t want to 
play house. He doesn’t want girls 
around. He goes out for the boy­
ish sports of baseball, football, mar-
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bles, tops, jack-knife and many others 
dear to the heart of the American 
Boy.
From fifteen to twenty he under­
goes a stage very similar to that of 
the girl. He is out for pleasure and 
enjoys his period of education to 
the fullest extent possible. He goes 
through high school and perhaps to 
college.
T HIS is the first of a series of Industrial reviews of the interior workings of 
Maine Institutions. Mr. Philip B.
Sharpe, a Maine man with considerable ex­
perience of industrial value, has been secured 
as Industrial Editor of Sun-up. This review 
of the Hoxie Organization has been pre> 
pared on a basis of impersonal facts as Mr. 
Sharpe sees them.—The Editors.
^  At the age of twenty the boy com­
mences to settle down, or at least 
after he emerges from college and re­
turns to his home environment. He 
commences to think of “the only 
girl” and to plan, or at least to dream 
about his future—a wife and a home.
Therein lies the trouble. Both 
the fellow and the girl spend too much 
time dreaming of the future and too 
little time planning for it.
Here we have our young couple. 
Both of them are at the stage where 
they are ready to leave the homes 
of their parents and build homes of 
their own. Now comes the problem. 
What is a home? It is the founda­
tion of all human endeavors. Web­
ster defines it; “A home is the house 
in which one resides and brings up a 
family;” also “A refuge of rest.” 
Practically speaking, a home is just 
what we wish to make it. It can be 
a two room flat, it can be a single 
room, it can be a large apartment, 
or an entire house. An energetic 
wife and enterprising husband trans­
forms the house into a home.
The man is practical. He must 
make his dreams come true. He has 
the bills to pay, and he must make 
his expenses meet his income. He 
might like to own a mansion but his 
salary says it will be a two room flat. 
And the result is that at the end of 
the year he has paid out a consid­
erable sum of money, and in return 
he has what?—a handful of worth­
less rent receipts.
For many years there has been an 
epidemic of enterprises of the “Own 
your Own Home” species. Every­
one of them is good and all have the 
right sentiment. There are very 
few people in the world 
who will say, “I don’t want 
to own a home. I am 
satisfied with paying the 
rent and letting it go at 
that.” No, every man and 
woman has the ambition 
to own a home at some time 
or other, and the reason 
that every married couple 
in the world has not a home 
of their own is simply be­
cause they cannot see the 
way to purchase one.
Of course there are a few 
people who could not occupy
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a home of their own because their 
life is that of a traveler. If they had 
a home they would be unable to use 
it as they would be away continually, 
but such people are rare enough to 
have little effect on the average per­
son. Even t h o s e  to 
whom home life is de­
nied must think of “a 
refuge of rest” for old 
age.
Financing a home is a 
difficult task as anyone 
who has tried it can tes­
tify. Banks throughout 
the country carry sav­
ings departments. They 
encourage their patrons to 
save for a home. Seve­
ral banks, with which the 
writer is familiar, send out 
little instructive circulars 
regularly carrying a story 
with a moral to it regard­
ing the habit of saving 
money.
They very often point 
out the necessity for a 
home, and the necessity 
of money to purchase a 
home. Systematic saving 
is the only way out of this.
Suppose a young man 
saves money He wants some day 
to own a home. That young man 
starts to save and builds a nest egg. 
Suppose he saves three dollars of his 
salary every week. At the end of 
the year he has over $150. But the 
young man saving consistently does 
not accumulate enough savings at 
that rate. There is always something 
to interfere. Three dollars per week 
seems a lot of money to take out of 
a small pay-roll, especially to the 
young married man or to the man who 
plans on marriage. There are so 
many ways to spend money, and so 
the little nest egg grows but slowly.
Yet with a small nest egg he can 
buy a home. His interest and pay­
ments on borrowed capital, perhaps 
better known as “the mortgage on 
the home,” amounts to less than he
would pay for rent. 
But he does pay off 
that mortgage slowly, 
and all the while he has 
the distinct satisfaction 
of owning his o w n  
home.
In 1910 when the 
census was taken the 
population showed a 
great increase over the 
1900 figures. Wh e n  
they again m a d e  a 
check of the United 
States in 1920 they 
found a decided in­
crease with a r a t i o  
much larger than that of 1910. More 
homes were being built, but not 
enough to meet the demand.
The population of the United 
States is today increasing by leaps 
and bounds. There is a great drift
from the country to the city, es­
pecially in this post-war period. 
T his is natural. It can be traced to 
two distinct reasons. In the mind 
of the writer comes faint recollec­
tions of a once popular song which 
appeared at the close of 
the w a r —“ How Ya 
Gonna Keep ’Em Down 
on the Farm.” It was 
popular music. We all 
liked it, but it had a 
moral to it. “How ya 
gonna keep ’em down 
on the farm—a f t e r 
they’ve seen Paree.”
There you are. How 
is one going to keep the 
populat ion on t h e  
farms. It c a n ’t be
done. The trend is towards the 
city where wages are higher and 
working hours are shorter.
The other reason for the drift 
from the country to the city is the 
automobile. The country no longer 
remains the country. The “rube” 
jokes of 10 years ago are nearly all 
gone. So have the rubes. The far­
mer of today is not the farmer of 
yesterday. He is as familiar with 
the rest of the world as the man in 
the city—often more so. The auto­
mobile has brought him in touch 
with city advantages. It is but a 
short run to town from the farms, 
whereas it formerly was almost out 
of the question by means of slow 
horse transportation.
Again we come to the demand for 
homes in the city. All of our manu­
facturing communities are growing 
rapidly. Business is u- 
surping the residential dis­
trict and people are mov­
ing to the suburbs. A nd  
there are not enough homes 
to take care of them. Bath 
is the only city in Maine 
which has an over supply 
of homes, and it is due 
solely to the condition 
brought about by the 
recent war.
There are all kinds of 
real estate companies  
here. Maine has had 
many and still has many. 
But one Maine enter­
prise is really based on the 
fundamental of h o m e  
building reciprocity be­
tween the real estate firm 
and the seekers for homes 
which one cannot find in 
these ordinary “land de­
velopment” movements. 
We are referring to the 
W. A. Hoxie Co. of Me.
In Portland there has been an epi­
demic of real estate developments of 
late years. Many of them are good 
and are to be commended. It has 
been stated by responsible persons 
that there is enough land develop-
ment projects laid out in Portland 
and its immediate vicinity to take 
care of the growth for the next ten 
years. But provision has not been 
made for other than the purchase 
of land. Here is where the Hoxie 
plan scores a point.
Few persons of today have not 
heard of the famous flivver—that
trusty product of Henry of Dear­
born. Mr. Ford is now the richest 
man in the United States with the 
greatest income and the greatest 
single business. Industrial and fi­
nancial authorities might question 
our use of the term single business. 
It is questionable. Ford is engaged 
in everything. To manufacture a 
car one needs steel;
Ford owns and operates
his own iron mines.
One also must work
that iron ore into steel 
and to do this one needs 
heat; Ford operates 
his own coal mines.
To build a car one needs 
glass for windshields 
and windows; F o r d  
operates his own glass 
factories. To make a
car one needs copper, 
brass and other metals;
Ford mines and manu­
factures most of them.
And so on.
And then—all of his 
waste product is util­
ized. It is of no in­
terest in this story, but 
we have many figures 
regarding Ford b y - 
products and salvage, 
and it actually runs into 
millions of dollars each 
year on salvage alone. Just why is 
all this stated? Why does Ford go 
in for these separate forms of busi­
ness? Economy is the answer. By 
making his own materials, and do­
ing it on a large scale, he is able to 
reduce the price of his car, and 
through this chain of co-related 
business enterprises he has con­
structed the most wonderful business 
organization in American industry.
The “Hoxie Built Home” system 
is much along the same plan. They 
successfully execute along the same 
lines: They purchase the land; de­
velop it and lay it out into plots 
and wide streets; they build houses 
on those lots, and they use their own 
workmen and original designs in 
building the house, using their own 
lumber and cutting it to fit in their 
own factories. Thus they elimi­
nate waste, and this goes as a de­
cided saving to the purchaser of the 
homes.
Few people who may read this
Sun-Up
article have ever seen a hand made 
nail such as the village blacksmith 
used to make for carpenters. The 
nails we know are turned out by the 
ton in large factories. The unit 
cost is much less. Big business has 
transformed the methods of industry. 
Increased production has been the 
only answer to economy.
To put it into non-technical lan­
guage one might say that a factory 
turning out 100 articles a day finds 
that they cost them one dollar each. 
Let us say that of this dollar, 25 cents 
is a fixed overhead expense, a term 
used by many and understood by 
few. Listed in the overhead expense 
we might roughly classify: interest
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on the factory investment and on 
cost of raw materials, taxes on the 
plant, heat, light, power, insurance 
and such. Then of the dollar we 
have 75 cents of manufacturing cost. 
Let us say that we find the demand 
sufficient to increase the production 
to 1000 articles per day without en­
larging the plant. This is ten times 
as much. Due to the fact that we 
can purchase materials at a saving 
in quantities we are able to cut 
the manufacturing cost 10 cents 
per article. This makes them but 
sixty-five cents per item. We still 
have the overhead cost and find that 
it remains the same in total, but with 
overhead remaining the same we have 
produced ten articles for the price of 
one. Hence, instead of having 
overhead cost twenty -five cents 
per article we find that it costs 
but one tenth of that or two- 
and-a-half cents. Instead of $1.00 
each, the articles cost us but 65 
cents plus 2Yi cents or 67J^ cents,
a saving of nearly one third.
Under the Hoxie plan the cost of 
home-building is reduced by the elim­
ination of waste and standardization 
of materials. By organization and 
the application of modern business 
methods in the construction of hun­
dreds of homes and in the purchase 
of large stock of lumber at whole­
sale, they are able to offer their 
homes at a greatly reduced cost and 
at the same time make a fair profit, 
the saving being given to the pur­
chaser, thereby, making it possible 
for him to secure a better home at 
less cost.
The “Hoxie Built Homes” of several 
designs are built exactly to schedule.
The plans are all ready 
and the land plots are 
made. They are built 
on honor and are gems 
of a r t i s t i c  de s i gn .  
Building better homes 
at less cost for fami­
lies of moderate means 
is a real public service.
The whole story is 
just this: The W. A. 
Hoxie Company builds 
nice homes complete; 
and finances the deal 
for the purchaser, ac­
cepting as low as twen­
ty per cent down pay­
ment from any pros­
pective home owner 
having a good moral 
rating, the balance be­
ing payable in monthly 
installments over a five, 
ten or twelve year per­
iod with money that 
would otherwise be paid 
as rent. The plan saves 
the cost of five different agencies. 
It saves overhead, various organiza­
tion profits such as contractors, sub­
contractors, real estate brokers, in­
surance agents, lawyers and financ­
ing organizations.
The Hoxie factory is in Bangor. 
Here the mill work on the houses is 
done and here most of the materials 
are cut to fit before being shipped 
to the location of the new home in 
some other city or town. Hence be­
sides saving much in material, there 
is a great saving in the cost of labor 
erecting and finishing the homes. 
No other demand is made upon the 
purchaser’s time until the house is 
completed and ready to move into. 
The Hoxie Company attends to every 
detail. Figures of the Hoxie organi­
zation show that there is a saving of 
at least 25 per cent in the material 
alone and a slightly larger saving 
in the cost of construction and labor. 
Parts are cut and lettered for the 
carpenters to work on, making mis­
takes in assembling next to impos­
sible.
The Hoxie Plan works the other 
way, also. Besides building homes 
on individual orders or “retail,” 
they also build them wholesale in de­
veloped communities, selling them 
after they have been built. An 
official of the Hoxie organization 
told the writer that they have started 
to build 100 homes in Maine during 
1925.
One of the items that is especially 
important is the fact that The W. A. 
Hoxie Company believes in Maine 
Made Products. They literally “pull 
for Maine.” Maine capital is u- 
tilized to build Maine homes in 
Maine for Maine people, and the 
homes are built from Maine made 
products with Maine workmen.
The organization back of it is fun­
damentally sound. Ownership of a 
home is not a passing whim—it is a 
necessity, and a man will hang to his 
home until the last. They have 
taken a fundamental of human na­
ture and used it as the basis of a 
business which cannot help but grow 
with its able leadership.
How is the proposition financed? 
First mortgage real estate gold bonds 
secured by the land and the homes 
are issued and sold. People are 
interested in bonds only when they 
are financially sound. They are 10 
year bonds paying 7 per cent interest, 
payable at that old established finan­
cial institution, the National Shaw- 
mut Bank of Boston. The bond is 
payable in gold and is secured by a 
deposit of real estate collateral with 
the American Title and Security 
Company of Boston, which company 
acts as a trustee.
These Real Estate Gold Bonds 
are absolutely safe. They are se­
cured by property which the company 
owns and holds title to until the home 
is paid for. This property is covered 
by insurance, thus protecting it from 
fire. And land does not deterio­
rate. The plot of ground becomes 
more valuable as the years go by, thus 
enhancing its value as security for 
the bonds. The land is taken in a 
first mortgage which is turned over 
to the trustee who certifies the issue 
of the bonds only to 75°Jo of the ap­
praised value of the land and homes. 
Competent and disinterested apprai­
sers are employed in the municipality 
where the property is located to fix 
its value.
The W. A. Hoxie Company cannot 
sell the land so conveyed to the 
trustee without the release of the 
trustee and cannot issue more bonds 
than they can back with real estate. 
Sale cannot be made of the title which
ca
the trustee holds for safe-keeping, 
until the Hoxie Company pays the 
full appraised value into their hands.
When a bonded Hoxie Home is 
sold for cash, the money is deposited 
with the Trustee to take the place of 
the home for the security of the out­
standing bonds in the hands of inves­
tors and the money is immediately 
used by the Trustee to pay off the 
bonds, or invested under Massachu­
setts Savings Bank restrictions to 
earn more security for the bonds 
until their maturity.
The 7 per cent interest is very 
satisfactory, offering good returns 
or a happy medium between low 
bank interest and speculative stocks. 
They plan to make money in Maine 
to build up Maine.
Officers of the firm are Harry B. 
Ivers, President, Harold Graham, 
Vice-President, Archer M. Robbins, 
Treasurer, L. P. Mitton, Assistant 
Treasurer, Charles D. Bartlett, Clerk 
and Counsel, and William Norton 
Stetson. Dudley Alleman is Mana­
ger of the Western Section of Maine 
with offices in the Fidelity Trust 
Building in Portland.
Mr. Harry B. Ivers needs no intro­
duction to the people of Maine. 
Though still young he has to his 
credit a record of successful manage­
ment of public utilities and construc­
tion of power plants, transmission 
lines and transportation facilities in 
Maine and in the States of Texas, 
Missouri, Arkansas, Ohio, Pennsyl­
vania and New Jersey, and exper­
ience which qualifies him for the 
development of real estate and home 
building according to approved me­
thods of modern engineering. He has 
served as treasurer and assistant 
to the President of the Bangor Rail­
way and Electric Company, gene­
ral manager of the Lewiston, Augusta 
and Waterville Street Railway and 
the Cumberland C o u n t y  P o w e r  
and Light Company of Portland, also 
President of the Maine Electric Asso­
ciation and Vice-President of the 
New England Street Railway Club of 
Boston, Massachusetts.
Building homes is common enough 
but building modern homes that are 
beautiful and reducing their cost by 
standardization and elimination of 
waste of materials and labor and fi­
nancing same so that the family with 
a modest income may be helped to 
own their home with the money that 
otherwise would be paid as rent, is a 
commendable undertaking that a- 
mounts to a great public service 
requiring courage and skill with deep 
appreciation of present day needs 
for better homes at lower costs.
Other officers and associates who
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are assisting in developing this Maine 
enterprise of building better homes 
at lower costs are all experienced 
and well-known business men of 
this state.
The value of the business is one 
of great potentiality in that, Maine 
products are used almost exclusively 
in the manufacture of “Hoxie Built 
Homes,” therefore, the distribution 
of money from the sale of these homes 
throughout the New England States 
will be utilized in our own State of 
Maine. Each house will constitute a 
source of revenue to the municipality 
in which it is located. Better Homes 
mean better citizens. Home owners 
take greater personal interest in 
civic affairs. A man will go to war 
in defence of his home. The Hoxie 
Plan offers people a chance to own 
their own.
Day by day we are building our 
lives. What will we do in future 
years? Will we have a home when 
the Winter of Life is upon us? Or 
will we still be paying rent each 
month—if we can raise it? Which 
will YOU be doing?
Sun-Up
Hom es
By Harry B. Ivers, President of the
IV. A. Hoxie Company and Desig­
ner of the “Hoxie” Built Homes
All of us have dreamed of the home 
we would build if we could follow our 
heart’s desire and bring forth our 
home of dreams.
We would build a little, gray, or 
brown, or white cottage low on the 
ground with rose bushes, hollyhocks, 
larkspur, canterberry bells, tiger-lilies, 
for-get-me-nots and evergreens, and 
where the crocus would be first to 
welcome spring. And all of these 
arranged within the garden gate so 
that our “Dream Home,” in such a 
setting, would drive away the ma­
terial cares and worries when at twi­
light each day we reach its stepping 
stones. When winter comes we enter 
and see the glow of the warming fire­
place where the family now re-unite 
after the separation of the day to 
enjoy the evening meal, books and 
stories of the doings of the day and 
the plans for the morrow.
* * * * * * * * *
Home Sweet Home with children, 
books, loyal friends, birds and flowers, 
blessed by sunshine, and rain, and 
where God’s unbounded love for us 
all is acknowledged and appreciated— 
that is Heaven enough for me.
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the pure free air and independent 
pursuits. She offers opportunities 
excelled by no other state in the 
Union. No where in America can 
a young man establish himself in 
agricultural pursuits, with so little 
money and such fine prospects for 
successful achievement. Soil, cli­
mate conditions, markets close at 
hand, unexcelled transportation fa­
cilities, all combine to make Maine 
stand out as of unrivalled advantage. 
No need for irrigation, abundance of 
fuel, the best drinking water in the 
world, easily placed within the home 
for household services. Moreover, 
when she was created nature was in 
the most artistic mood, some states 
may have longer rivers, higher moun­
tains and broader valleys, but no 
state in the Union combines the 
blending of the elements in such a 
fine way as does the state of Maine. 
Maine is first of all an agricultural 
state and she never offered greater 
inducement than now to the man who 
has a little money, good sense and 
willingness to work, to build a home 
and find success within her borders.
Maine invites the merchant and 
manufacturers. She offers unlimited 
hydro electric power, abundance of 
intelligent labor, good banking fa­
cilities. In 1922 Maine produced 
$457,000,000 worth of manufactured 
products. Wilton produces 50 per 
cent, of all overshoe tops made in 
the United States. Sanford produces 
nearly all the plush cloth used in 
railroad cars in the United States 
and a large part of the upholsterers 
cloth used in automobiles. This 
town is also the center of Palm 
Beach cloth manufacturing. Strat­
ton and Norway are centers of vast 
wood working manufactures. Bid- 
deford, Lewiston, Auburn, Gardiner, 
Augusta are centers of cotton and 
shoe manufacturing. Rumford, Liv­
ermore Falls, Waterville and Milli­
nocket are among the great pulp and 
paper centers of the United States.
Maine offers rare opportunities 
to the small manufacturer. Good 
factory cities, cheap power, good mar­
kets and the best social conditions 
for workman are among the induce­
ments offered. Maine is just com­
ing into her own. Her people are 
awake to new opportunities and are 
offering every inducement for invest­
ment in business and manufacturing.
Concluded next issue
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A Glimpse of Miss America
A n  A ttem pt to Explain IVhy Miss Ruth A . Malcomson 
IVas Selected From Her Fist o f Competitors
By PHILIP B. SHARPE
RUTH A. MALCOMSON 
An attractive portrait of Miss America autographed 
and presented to the writer during Miss 
Malcomson's visit here
THIS business of interviewing people discloses many interest­ing facts, if one but cares to 
look for them. Every prominent 
person is more or less interesting, 
some because they are so much like 
our own personal friends, others be­
cause they are so different.
Did you ever know it to fail that 
if you look forward to something you 
usually were disappointed when you 
got it? Do you remember how you 
have looked forward to meeting some­
one, only to discover that that person 
wasn’t what you expected? The 
power of visualization in the average 
person is not properly developed. 
Usually in looking forward to meet­
ing one, we expect too much and are 
justly disappointed in what we get.
When “ Miss America” came to 
Portland, old and young alike made 
an effort to see her. The majority 
of them pronounced her one of the 
most attractive girls they have ever 
seen. Curiously enough the writer, 
in the week that has passed between 
the time of this writing and her first 
appearance here, cannot remember 
having heard anyone say, “ Isn’t she 
beautiful.” The favorable comments 
were many. But that particular 
word “ beautiful” was not used once.
But we have heard members of 
the feminine sex comment as per 
their custom — “ Isn’t she sweet.” 
“ Isn’t she marvelous.” “ Isn’t she 
darling.” “ Hasn’t she got the most 
wonderful hair,” and so on.
For once the writer was not dis­
appointed. The reason was because 
he did not attempt to imagine what
she would be like in advance. 
Why those judges at Atlantic 
City picked Miss Ruth A. Mal­
comson of Philadelphia as Miss 
America, 1924, we do not know.
But there are several reasons why 
she certainly deserves the title of 
“ Miss America.”
Ruth Malcomson is a perfect 
sample of the American Girl.
Her face alone never won that 
contest for her. Her figure alone 
did not sway the minds of those 
judges. Her graceful carriage 
did not control her chances of 
winning the great distinction.
It was a little of all three, coupled 
with an intelligent brain and a 
charming personality which won 
for her the great feminine honor.
As we sat talking in her room 
at the Lafayette Hotel one after­
noon, the little things which had 
captured the judges commenced 
to crop out. Miss Malcomson is 
honest. Every action of hers is 
real. It was indeed a great 
pleasure to meet a girl who had been 
publicly honored and find that she 
was still an innocent girl instead of 
an imitation of a woman. Popularity 
has ruined many a girl. Popularity 
seems to have failed to leave its 
mark on Ruth Malcomson.
She was born in Philadelphia on 
April 16, 1906. Since then she has 
spent most of her time in that city, 
receiving her education there and 
being graduated in the class of 1924 
from the West Philadelphia Girls 
High School. She is a member of 
the Alpha Sigma Sorority of that 
school.
It is amusing to read 
newspaper comments 
upon the color of her 
hair. And Miss Mal­
comson enjoys reading 
it as much as anyone. 
Pulling her chair to­
wards the writer as she 
handed over a half 
dozen recent newspaper 
accounts of herself, she 
pointed a slender white 
finger towards them as 
she read of “ her auburn 
curls,” “ her long henna 
hair,” “ her light brown 
tresses,” and “ her soft
golden curls.” “ They even have me 
in doubt, Mr. Sharpe,” she said. 
“ What would you call it?”
And not until then did I realize 
why those reporters were confused 
upon that matter. For in different 
light her hair takes on shades which 
are peculiar and difficult to describe. 
In daylight, perhaps a golden brown 
might be most appropriate. Under 
artificial illumination it might more 
fittingly be called a chestnut brown.
Miss Malcomson has traveled ex­
tensively since winning the coveted 
title last summer. She has visited 
about twenty different states and 
her strenuous labors of traveling in 
public are commencing to have their 
reaction. When she became “ Miss 
America” last year she was five feet 
six and one-half inches tall and 
weighed 132 pounds. She has lost 
four pounds and at present tips the 
scales at 128.
As she sat beside the window in 
her hotel room she spent much time 
in thought. It seemed as though she 
prepared one statement, only to fol­
low it up with another which had 
been released on the spur of the 
moment. She was bubbling over 
with life, and her eyes, alone, be­
trayed her emotions.
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Some great philosopher once re­
marked about the eyes of a woman 
being the windows to her soul. The 
person who attempts to analyze a 
woman is attempting the impossible, 
yet one may learn a great deal from 
a woman’s eyes. Once a woman 
learns to control her eyes the analysis 
through them becomes exceedingly 
difficult. But with a young girl they 
reflect her inner thoughts.
While watching Miss Malcomson’s 
eyes the writer was caught in the 
act and to pass it off he asked her 
what their color was. With the fresh 
enthusiasm of a schoolgirl she mis­
chievously replied, “ I can’t say. 
They change with the weather. 
Some days they are blue; then again 
the color is hazel; and I am afraid 
that they often are green. But I 
don’t care, anyway.”
The little Miss has not been spoiled. 
She has retained all of her girlish 
virtues and enthusiasm. “ I love to 
hear you talk,” she said one after­
noon. You New Englanders have the 
most interesting way of talking. It 
sounds unusual to a Philadelphian. 
We say “ hawf” and you say half. 
Last week when I was in Boston 
Mother and I decided to get some­
thing for Dad and when we told the 
clerk that Daddy wore a sixteen and 
a hawf shirt he corrected us by re­
marking, “ Did you say sixteen and 
a half?”
“ While Philadelphia is so near to 
Maine, we seem to talk decidedly 
different. We do not use the broad 
A and we never chop off the R’s like 
you New England folk. We always 
say ‘square’ when we refer to land 
and buildings. Just now you spoke 
of Longfellow’s Monument being at 
the upper end of this block and I 
didn’t understand what you meant 
for several moments.
“ I never was so completely amused 
in my life as I was this afternoon 
when my chauffeur made some re­
mark about a ‘hoss’ in the road. I 
can stand for your dropping the r’s 
in most words, but I laughed out 
loud at ‘hoss.’ And then I had to 
apologize.
“ Aren’t I the foolish thing, though? 
The simplest things amuse me and I 
often sit through an unusually bril­
liant comedy in a theater without 
seeing anything tremendously funny 
about it. But I love your ways of 
speech. I suppose to compromise we 
should say, ‘ I took a bath in the 
bawth tub.’ ”
Miss Malcomson is indeed unusual. 
She has no desire to try a stage or a 
movie career. That is the one am­
bition of most girls who have attained
Continued on Page 53
W A N TED
Nurses to train in 50 
Bed H ospital, w ith  
New Nurses Home. 
Class Starting Oct. 1st. 
Applicant must have 
2 yrs. High School.
W ebber Hospital
Biddeford, Maine
Miss Bowman Tel. Forest - 7253
Cumberland 
Tea Room
“Arcade” Chapman Building 
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Miss America
The photographs that we 
recently made of Miss 
America she considers 
among the best she has 
ever had, and if we can 
please her, we can please 
you.
Photographs from $8.00 up
The Adams Studio, Inc.
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A Good Looking Maine Building
Branch Bank o f the United States 'Trust Company at Fryeburg, Maine, 
Designed in the Office o f John F. 'Thomas, Architect, Fortland, Maine
STU/’OST favorably situated in 
L the heart of the village of 
Fryeburg, is the branch bank 
of the United States Trust Company 
of Portland. Its principle facade 
faces Mt. Washington, which can be 
clearly seen across the foothills in an 
uninterrupted lane. On two sides 
of the property rise stately old elms 
which add a great deal of charm and 
dignity to the building.
The exterior is constructed of 
Indiana limestone and 
water s t r u c k  br ick,  
which are so assembled 
as to give a sense of 
monumental c h a r a c ­
ter and ample scale 
without sacrificing in 
any measure the note 
of domestic simplicity 
so essential to the har­
mony of the attrac­
tive New England 
village.
On either side of the 
heavy o a k  d o o r s ,  
which are handsomely 
grilled, are hung two 
wrought iron lanterns.
Beyond these doors is 
a small vestibule in 
which has been pre­
served the typical Col­
onial detail .  This 
work is enamelled with 
a cream paint.
The main banking 
rooms occupy the en­
tire floor space of the 
interior, so divided 
and screened as to pro­
vide adequate quarters 
for the departmental 
functions of the mod­
ern banking institu­
tion. The woodwork in the screens 
and the furniture of the public space 
is entirely of black walnut. A rub­
ber tile floor of alternate dark and 
light pattern running into a base of 
beautiful black and gold Belgian 
marble covers the area of all the pub­
lic space. The grille work through­
out the bank is of hand wrought 
iron of very attractive design.
On the right as one enters the 
bank is the space reserved for the 
manager and on the left is the direc­
tor’s room. This room is so arranged 
in conjunction with the coupon
rooms, vaults and machine room that 
their ceilings form a continuous mez­
zanine floor around one end and the 
entire rear of the building. A stair 
leading up from beside the vaults 
makes this floor available at any 
time for the additional space which 
the expanding business of the bank 
will eventually require. The semi­
public area at the back of the screen, 
which is devoted to coupon rooms 
and access to the safe deposit vaults,
is separated from the work space of 
the bank by a secondary iron screen 
and door. For the operating of the 
various banking machines a sound­
proof room has been provided.
Since the entire structure is fire­
proof, the danger of the loss of records 
is negligible, particularly as a large 
book and record vault is provided 
in the basement.
The vault is of the most modern 
type, especially designed for this 
bank, and was erected under the 
personal direction of Benjamin F. 
Tripp of Boston, one of the leading
vault engineers of the country. 
Every precaution known to the 
science of vault construction has been 
taken advantage of to safeguard the 
security of the contents of the vault. 
The closure effected by the vault 
door is so carefully machined that a 
slip of ordinary writing paper caught 
in the jamb when the eight ton door 
is locked, cannot be removed until 
the vault is again opened. Time 
locks of the latest designs are used 
on the vault door.
The interior walls 
of the entire banking 
space have been built 
up in Craftex so as to 
form a close resem­
blance to the ancient 
t raver t ine stone of 
Italy. The ceiling is 
beamed in such a man­
ner as to give a sense 
of great strength with­
out reducing the light 
diffusing qual i t ies  
required by bank em­
ployees.
The general light­
ing of the main bank­
ing room is accom­
plished by the means 
of indirect reflectors 
which are entirely con­
cealed. By the use 
of a flexible system 
of switching on these 
lights, practically any 
amount of light may 
may be obtained. On 
account of the lamps 
used and the color of 
the walls and ceiling, 
an illusion of con­
tinuous daylight can 
be had at all times. 
The back of the bank screen is illu­
minated by down ward reflector splaced 
on the cornice of the screen, but not 
visible to the public, shedding light 
directly on the work of the employees.
The heating system used is one of 
the most modern type, that of the 
low pressure vacuum system, using 
a cast iron tubular boiler.
This attractive building with its 
ideal setting is the pride of the com­
munity of Fryeburg and its environs. 
Its practicability along with its 
beauty is a combination that is sel­
dom found in buildings of its size.
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Wood Qarages are 
Most Economical 
to Build
Designs are Distinctive 
One Car $254 Two Car $378
S end  for C atalogue 
o f  C ottages and  G arages
If you have a House, Office, Store or 
any kind of Building to remodel 
why not consult
F. W . CUNNINGHAM  & SONS
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Cem ent
Shingles
N. T. FOX CO., Inc.
Tel. Forest 3758
Spend sleepless nights in your 
Summer home!
“Metal Weather Strips” will 
stop that rattle, and also keep 
out dust and draughts.
Frank M. Vickerson
9 5  Exchange Street
PORTLAND MAINE







Tel. Forest 4343 Room 16
We are prepared to handle any 
kind of a job in building con­
struction, large or small
HA G G E T T ’C  O M O G R A M O
You who are paying rent—Let me 
show you how to he your own land­
lord. Do you know that you can 
finance a home by paying just a 
little more than rent?
In fo rm a t io n  g iven  g lad ly  a n d  p u ts  y o u  u n d e r  
n o  o b lig a tio n
H. B. HAGGETT Real Estate







N o w  located in N e w  an d  
Larger quarters a t
40-42 Union Street
PORTLAND, MAINE
H O W  M U C H  T I M E H ouse  or Home?
Did you spend  last year shoveling coal and ashes? H ow  many 
times did you lose your fire? Did you ever figure the  actual 
expense of using coal for fuel? A re  you going th rough the 
sam e inconveniences and expenses again  th is  year?  Did you 
know tha t we w ill in sta ll a com plete oil burning  system  for you 
for $200 .00?  W hy not look at our equipm ent?  It w on’t cost 
you anyth ing  for a dem onstration .
P. C. LORING &  CO.
102 Preble Street
Forest 9161 P O R T L A N D , M A IN E
The R ight D ecoration  makes 
a house into a home. Your 
surroundings produce a psycho­
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Sun-Up
AN INDUSTRY STRANGER THAN FICTION
U. S. Government Issues Bulletin Containing Facts o f  Silver Black Fox 
Ranching, and Establishes Experimental Fox Ranch in N ew  York
By W. E. NAGROM
HIRTY-FOUR thousand dol­
lars for one pair of Silver Black 
Foxes! Sounds like a wild 
flight of the imagination, or the song 
of a persuading salesman. But such 
are the facts of the early days of 
Fox Farming, a practically recent 
industry in America, which was 
started in the year 1887. Realizing 
the scarcity of Silver Foxes, and the 
ever-increasing possibility of their 
extermination, a Prince E'.dward Is­
land trapper and fur trader started 
experimenting with the breeding of 
foxes in captivity. His success is the 
foundation of the present Silver 
Black Fox industry in this country 
and Canada, a history of which reads 
like the tale from the pen of some 
great fiction writer.
In a short time, the success of this 
pioneer’s experiments became known, 
and a “ rush” similar in many re­
spects to the “ Gold Rush” of the 
days of “ 49” was in progress among 
trappers and fur men, and, with 
them came men from all walks of 
life, good, bad and indifferent. Men 
with the highest motives, sincere and 
honest, investing time, money and 
labor to perpetuate the Silver Fox 
and increase their fast diminishing 
numbers. With these men, as has 
been the case in all new and appar­
ently successful industries, came the 
parasites, who through their dis­
honest methods of dealing with the 
public undermine new and advancing 
enterprises.
The early days of Fox Farming 
was truly a period of “ frenzied fi­
nance.” Perfect specimens of foxes 
were sold for unheard of prices. One 
pair sold for $34,000, others sold for 
as high as $10,000 for a single fox. 
It would only be natural for the “ get 
rich quick schemers” to follow quick­
ly a new field where thousands of 
dollars were changing hands daily. 
Fortunes were made by many indi­
viduals, which acted as a greater 
spur for those dishonestly inclined, 
to swindle the public. These men in 
conjunction with companies who 
started fox ranching with insufficient 
experience and lack of authentic ex­
perience concerning fox raising, had 
a great deal to do with the feeling 
created in the minds of many that 
Silver Fox Farming was a dishonest 
business run along the lines of the 
old “ get rich quick schemes,” a popu­
lar form of pastime with swindlers.
The Governments of the United
States and Canada, recognizing the 
value of this important and profitable 
industry has instituted experimental 
and research work. A government 
station has been established in the 
State of New York for the purpose 
of obtaining authentic data in this 
great enterprise. Literature on the 
industry has been prepared, and dis­
tributed by the Dept, of Agriculture, 
and the Ashebrook Bulletin No. 1151, 
from which is quoted the following 
excerpts, is free to all who are in­
terested to know the real facts con­
cerning fox farming. —
Silver Fox Farming has attracted wide atten­
tion, chiefly because of the enormous profits 
derived from the sale of pelts and breeding 
stock. As a fur animal propagated in cap­
tivity, the Silver Fox has no rival, and both 
live foxes and their pelts are in demand. Pro­
bably no other live stock enterprise pays larger 
returns for the money invested, although 
erroneous statements regarding the industry 
have been made that have misled the public 
as to its real status.
“ In a majority of instances lack of authen­
tic information concerning the feeding, breed­
ing and management of Silver Foxes has led 
to misstatements, although many people have 
been misled purposely by unscrupulous ran­
chers and organized companies. That such 
ranchers and companies would use the Silver 
Fox as a medium to extract money from per­
sons unfamiliar with the business was only to 
have been expected, as such a condition is 
found in every enterprise; and it has been quite 
common in the Silver Fox industry, chiefly 
because the business is new and profitable.
“The production of Silver Foxes has proved 
to be most profitable when conscientiously and 
intelligently managed. A Silver Fox pelt of 
high quality, taken in the wild, has always 
been and still is, a very rare article. A number 
of raw fur buyers claim that pelts produced on 
ranches are not popular with the fur trade 
because they are unprimed and lack the quality 
and finish of wild fur. That this is untrue is 
shown by the fact that approximately 90% of 
the Silver Fox pelts sold on the fur market 
today are from ranch-bred foxes. During 
February, 1922, two thousand three hundred 
seventy-five Silver Fox pelts from ranches all 
over the United States and Canada were sold 
in London, and the pelt which brought the top 
price of the market, $631.68 was from a ranch- 
raised fox from the United States.
“The early history of Fox Farming is fraught 
with “Frenzied finance,” breeding stock selling 
as high as $34,000 a pair, and individual pelts 
at $2,700. It reads like a romance. The 
operations of the breeders were cloaked with 
secrecy, and the public was at first sceptical, 
then gullible. Before the industry started 
Silver Foxes were caught occasionally by 
trappers in the far North and their furs shipped 
to London, where, because of their rarity and 
attractiveness, they brought exceptionally high 
prices, in fact, more than any other furs on 
the market. Realizing the scarcity of Silver 
Foxes and the possibility of their extermina- 
Chas. Dalton, a trapper and fur trader of 
Prince Edward Island began in 1887 to ex­
periment with the breeding of red foxes, 
with the thought that he might be able to ob­
tain crosses or Silvers through “ throwbacks.”
“In the course of a few years stories con­
cerning the wealth to be obtained from the 
Silver Fox business leaked out, and as the 
results of these first experiments became known 
a Fox Farming boom started. Three sisters 
cleared $25,000 a year out of their venture.
A small party of clerks organized a company 
and made $40,000 in four years. A pup was 
sold for $9,000. A consignment of twenty-five 
choice skins sent to London brought $34,175, 
an average of $1,367 per skin, the top prices 
for the choicest pelts being $2,700, $2,650 and 
$2,500.
Many people throughout this coun­
try are enjoying fair and satisfactory 
financial returns from money invested 
in the Fox industry. Foxes may be 
bought outright from fox ranches 
and leased to breeders under various 
arrangements, that insure a fair re­
turn when placed with reliable and 
conscientious Breeders. The North­
ern Fox Corporation, incorporated 
under the laws of the State of Maine, 
enjoys an enviable position in the 
ranching and selling of Silver Foxes. 
Starting with foxes of the best ob­
tainable breeds they have built a 
considerable Fox business. A com­
pany that is doing business on a sane 
conservative basis, it is only natural 
that the Northern Fox Corporation 
would succeed.
The selling plan of this company 
in selling foxes to the public is based 
on honesty and fairness to the pur­
chaser, and differs greatly in its 
methods from many others in this 
field in-so-far as it guarantees the 
owners a certain, yearly fixed amount 
for foxes they lease to this company. 
There are no fabulous tales of be- * 
coming wealthy over night in its 
business, but a fair return is guaran­
teed the buyer of foxes.
The Northern Fox Corporation 
selling plans are very conservative. 
The company will sell one or more 
pairs of foxes, or a fractional interest 
in a pair of foxes at the rate of $2000 
per pair. Each customer receives an 
absolute bill of sale, the foxes be­
coming the property of the buyer to 
do with as he will. If the buyer is 
not in a position to properly care for 
the foxes, the company will ranch 
and take care of these foxes for a 
reasonable stipulated yearly amount, 
all offspring belonging to the owner, 
or the company will lease the foxes 
for a period of five years at a total 
rental of $3000 on each pair. This 
amount divided into twenty equal 
payments of $150 each. The first 
rental payment is made in three
Continued on Page 27
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Continued from Page 10
“That’s her,” he said. “That’s the 
Annie C. MacGuire just the way 
she struck. That was made from a 
photograph taken a couple of days 
after she piled up. We had a lot of 
souvenirs of her. She went to pieces 
after the salvage we burnedThe most 
of her. The little cross on the rocks 
in her memory was made from part 
of her mainmast.
“But here is one souvenir that I 
saved.” He rose from the couch 
and strolled over to a corner of the 
parlor. “Ever see anything like this 
before?” and he returned with a 
slender pole about eight feet long 
and similar to a boat hook. Its 
head differed from anything that we 
had seen. It was a short and flat 
blade some six or eight inches long 
with a blunt point but sharp edge 
on both sides and the tip.
“That’s a boarding pike as they 
called it. They had about thirty of 
them on the ship and they used them 
in the tropics for protection, espec­
ially from unfriendly natives. Many 
a coon has been stuck with these 
things. They were pretty sharp 
then and perhaps this one has been 
sunk into a few coons at some time 
or another.”
Mr. Strout is an old resident of 
Portland, or perhaps one might 
better say, of Cape Elizabeth. He 
has been at Portland Headlight for 
56 years, coming there with his 
father in 1869 when he was but 10 
years old.
“Portland Head is the oldest light 
on the Atlantic Coast,” he says. “ I 
well remember some of the history 
of it as I have lived here the greater 
part of my life. My grandmother 
worked here before her marriage as a 
hired girl under Captain Joshua Free­
man, the keeper at that time. She 
was born in 1805 and was 18 when 
she was here. They paid her 50 cents 
per week which was good money at 
that time.
“After she left she married Cap­
tain Daniel Strout and her first 
child was my father. She named him 
after her former employer, so my 
father’s name was Joshua Freeman 
Strout.
“At that time there was an old 
stone house here. I remember it 
well. It was torn down 35 years 
ago and the present house built. My 
grandmother used to sit on the lounge 
and point at a cupboard on the wall. 
‘There is where old Josh Freeman 
Continued on Page 27
T h e  S i g n  o f  Q u a l i t y A. R. Alexander
Copper an d  G alvan ized  
Iron W ork





ICE CREAM Portland and Naples
Bus Line
Sim mons &  H am m ond Two Round Trips Daily
M anufacturing Co.
Portland Waterville Bangor 
Auburn Augusta Old Orchard
Leave Portland Leave Naples 
9.30 a.m., 6.30 a.m.
4.15 p.m. 2.00 p.m. 
Arrive Portland Arrive Naples
8.15 a.m. 11.15 a.m. 
3.45 p.m. 6.00 p.m.
S tanda rd  T im e
Subject to  change w ith o u t notice
Dover, N. H. Portland Terminal Preble St.
Tydol Filling Station
L u o - Z ^ - S t t e '
E L E C T M C  W A S H I N G  M A C H




If you are interested in your home you will be doubly interested in 
our new display lines of Electrical Lighting Effects, because it is the 
beauty of the lighting arrangements that make the home so comfort­
ably cozy. We are at your service on any of your lighting problems.
LtlS^TL— '■'''^’’market st .\ 
PORTLAND. MAINE.




A h ea d
Means the store of 
Reasonable Prices 
and Popular M er­
chandise
Because we buy in large 
quantities we enable you to 







At “ The Store Ahead,” 
the Store for Tourists 
where may be found Sport­
ing Goods—all kinds Elec­
trical Appliances, Hard­
ware, Household Supplies 
in fact,
Most Everything for 





1012  Bangor Street
A ugusta
Main Highway to Waterville 
and Bangor
T h e  Island o f  M t. D esert
Continuedfrom Page 5
was laid by his side, her old age spent 
in privation and poverty—Marie 
Therese de la Mothe Cadillac, daugh­
ter of France, granddaughter of the 
Seigneur de Doiiaquet et Monts 
Deserts.
The French influence upon Mount 
Desert history is but half the story; 
there is an English colonial side as 
well. Soon after Argali’s removal 
of the Saint Sauveur colony from 
Fernald’s Point, the territory of 
New England was divided among 
members of the king’s council for 
New England, though many of these 
allotments were never consummated. 
In the year 1622 Mount Desert was 
bought by Sir Robert Mansell, Ad­
miral of England, who gave his note 
for one hundred and ten pounds, 
payable when Captain Squibb should 
report upon his discovery and sur­
vey of Mount Mansell. But the 
English name did not survive, and 
soon ‘‘Mount Desart” and ‘‘Mount 
deZart” found place on maps and in 
records, thus fortunately preserving 
in modified form, the original name— 
L’Isle des Monts Deserts—given by 
Champlain in 1604.
Just before the close of the French 
and Indian War the General Court 
of Massachusetts gave Governor 
Francis Bernard, “ for his extra­
ordinary services,” the entire Is­
land of Mount Desert. In reality, 
there was behind this grant a bit of 
political strategy, since there had 
been erected previously some ten 
townships east of the Penobscot 
river, invalid without the approba­
tion of the king.
When Bernard sought to obtain 
the necessary approval, just as the 
politians figured that he would, an 
interesting and dangerous situation 
resulted. For reasons not necessary 
to mention, Nova Scotia claimed 
Eastern Maine; but Bernard sub­
mitted to the British government, 
during a period of several years, 
documents and disquisitions by the 
score in favor of the Massachusetts 
title. Finally, after some nine years 
had passed, the Privy Council, rul­
ing that Massachusetts could origi­
nate land grants east of the Penob­
scot river, recommended that the 
king give his approbation of Sir 
Francis Bernard’s grant of Mount 
Desert, “without prejudice to the 
Crown in and over the territory of 
Sagadahoc.”
In the Autumn of 1762, Gover­
nor Bernard visited Mount Desert, 
taking a hand in the preliminary 
surveys which were afterwards ex­
tended by engineers in his employ, 
and later incorporated in the British 
Admiralty maps, known as the “At­
lantic Neptune.” Through personal 
efforts Bernard induced the first 
permanent settlers to take up land, 
and records are in existence locating 
these pioneers at the head of Somes 
Sound and on Great Cranberry and 
Little Cranberry Isles. Thus, from 
the year 1762 to the present time the 
story of Mount Desert is a contin­
uous narrative.
Governor Bernard was recalled 
from Massachusetts in 1769; and 
some ten years later, but prior to the 
confiscation act which deprived Loya­
lists of their American property, he 
made a will leaving the Island of 
Mount Desert to his eldest son, 
John Bernard, who, at the time, 
having sided with the Colonies, was 
a resident of Bath, County of Lincoln, 
Province of Maine.
As this was the only property be­
queathed by his late father, Sir 
Francis, to John, he petitioned the 
General Court, asking restitution. 
And the Court, considering his re­
quest “to be in a degree reasonable,” 
resolved, in June, 1785, that “one 
moiety or half part of the island of 
Mount Desert be and hereby is 
granted, and from the passing of this 
resolve shall enure to the said John
Bernard his heirs and assigns for-_ >> ever.
A few years later Mount Desert was 
divided between John Bernard and 
Madame de Gregoire; the basic 
titles west of Somes Sound became 
English in origin, while all land east 
of the dividing line, including the 
Cranberry Isles, traces back to a 
document signed at Versailles by 
King Louis XIV, in the year 1689.
It was stated at the beginning of 
this brief article that the foundation 
of Lafayette National Park has 
served a twofold purpose; it has done 
more. Mountains within its limits 
now bear names reminiscent of Cham­
plain, Saint Sauveur, Acadia, Cadillac, 
Mansell, and Bernard. Know but a 
bit of their significance, and you will 
appreciate the force of a recent 
comment of Chief Justice Taft who 
said: “What a lot of interesting 
matter lies tucked away in the dark 
corners of Colonial history!”
TROUBLE ON THE ROAD
She—“Now what are you stopping 
for?”
He (as car comes to halt)—“I’ve 
lost my bearings.”
She—“Well, at least you are origin­
al. Most fellows run out of gas!”
W reck ing  of the A nn ie  
C. M acG uire
Continued from Page 25
used to keep his rum,’ she said. 
‘He used to sell it to visitors at 
three cents a glass.’
Portland Head Light was built in 
1790. While the light is 135 years 
old, the present keeper has talked 
with one who was born before the 
light was built. His great-grand­
mother, Mary Armstrong, was born 
in 1785 and died in 1875 at the age 
of 90. She had a copy of the origi­
nal parchment issued by George 
Washington appointing the first keep­
er. The original is in California 
in the possession of a former Maine 
man while the copy is framed in the 
parlor of the present keeper’s house. 
It reads as follows:
GEORGE WASHINGTON
President of the United States 
of America
To all who shall see these presents— 
Greeting:
Know ye that I  have appointed 
and do appoint Joseph Green leaf, 
keeper of the Lighthouse at Port­
land in the District of Maine in the 
State of Massachusetts, to exer­
cise and fulfill the Powers and 
Duties of Office: And to have and 
to hold same with all the authori­
ties, privileges and emoluments 
thereunto of Right appertaining 
during the President of these 
United States for the time being.
Given under my hand at the city 
of New York the seventh day of 
January in the Year of Our Lord 
One Thousand Seven Hundred and 
Ninety One.
{Signed) GEO. WASHINGTON  
Little is known of this first keeper 
but it is understood that after many 
years of service he was drowned off 
the point in making a rescue.
The present keeper is to remain in 
the service for four years longer. 
“They’ll retire me then,” he says. 
They kick ‘em out at the age of 
seventy. I have been in the ser­
vice since 1887 when I was 18 years 
old. Father recommended me as his 
assistant and I was officially ap­
pointed then. He resigned from the 
service at the age of 77 in 1904 and I 
was appointed keeper in his place.” 
In commenting on the light he 
said, “I can see a change in the equip­
ment from the old days. When I 
first came here we had an old lamp 
that burned lard oil. It was all right 
in the summer but nasty in the win­
ter. We had to scoop it out of a 
barrel and melt it on the stove. It 
had to be watched to keep it from
June
thickening up on us. Keeping it 
limpid was a job in itself. About 
42 years ago we got the present lamp 
which burns kerosene, using about 
two gallons on the longest night.
“The old lamp had to be wound 
up every three hours to keep the oil 
flowing on the wicks. The present 
one is easy to run and needs no wind­
ing. It has been retained as it is 
efficient and its 3800 candle power 
makes it visible for 16 miles. Tar­
get practice at the forts here woultl 
break a mantle if we used the new 
gas types.
“Thousands of tourists have visited 
and photographed this light but the 
one you took last summer is about as 
attractive as any I have seen. It 
portrays the light as it is—founded 
upon a rock.”
Silver Fox In d u stryJ
Continued from Page 24 
months from the date of the lease, 
and a like amount each and every 
succeeding three months thereafter 
for the five year period. The same 
pro-rata rental applies to all frac­
tional interests in a pair of foxes.
The foxes must remain in the pos­
session of the Corporation during 
this period, but they belong to the 
owner who is granted the privilege of 
visiting the ranches anytime and 
viewing his foxes, except during 
breeding periods. The owner is under 
no expense whatsoever during this 
period for the feeding and care of his 
foxes. The corporation in return for 
the rental and care of the foxes has 
ownership to all offspring of the 
leased foxes during the period of the 
lease.
Should the foxes become disabled 
or die the Company guarantees the 
buyer another pair, so there is no 
gamble. The buyer is always as­
sured a pair of foxes, and his guaran­
teed rental.
Silver black fox pelts are still the 
most sought after fur. There is a 
great world wide demand for them. 
The policy of the Northern Fox Cor­
poration is to raise only the finest 
specimens of Silver Foxes, and with 
years of experienced ranching super­
vision expect to continue the produc­
tion of high grade fox pelts, on the 
same high standards as in the past.
A very interesting booklet entitled 
the “ Northern Way” presenting in 
greater detail the romance of the fox 
breeding industry will be mailed free 
of any obligations upon request. 
Write to their nearest office, NORTH­
ERN FOX CORPORATION, Chap­
man Bank Bldg., Portland, Me.; 
189 Exchange St., Bangor, Me.; or 
ranches Whitefield, N. H. adv.
Arcade Soda Shop
Chapman Arcade
“Our Soda Fountain Specials 
Can’t Be Beat”
Special Hot Luncheon
Each Day, 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Before or After the Show
Drop in for a Cozy Lunch
_____________ 2 2 1
The Congress 
Art Shoppe
One place where you may 
be sure of finding some­
thing to your taste; some­
thing unusual and some­
thing nice.
Unique Gifts 
Authentic Art Things 
The
Congress A rt Shoppe
Congress Square Hotel Lobby
MARTIN





All leading lines 
“ LOW EST PRICES  IN  AM ERICA”
Sprague’s Journal
OF
M ain e H isto ry
A Maine product, made in Maine 
by Maine writers and Maine 
printshops on Maine-made paper. 
The only publication in the 
world devoted exclusively to the 
history of Maine as province, 
district and state.
KNOW  YOUR O W N  STATE  
A knowledge of it inspires patriotism 
and promotes good citizenship.
It is a quarterly published at 
Dover-Foxcroft, Maine 




Portland Thru Brunswick to Bath
For detailed information, road maps and views see page 13
THE trip to Brunswick and Bath is one of the most popular short 
tours out of Portland. It is also a 
favorite part of the coastal trip to 
Bar Harbor. Starting out of Port­
land on the Atlantic Highway you 
skirt the coast thru picturesque Fal­
mouth and Yarmouth on thru Free­
port to Brunswick. The road is 
perfect, the scenery positively en­
chanting. You will find many things 
of colorful interest on the way includ­
ing the great Sand Desert of Maine. 
Here you find acres of sand embraced 
by fresh green fields—an unusual 
phenomenon.
In Brunswick is Bowdoin College 
from which Longfellow, Hawthorne, 
Commander Robert Peary, Elijah 
Kellogg and other famous men were 
graduated. It is in Brunswick also, 
that Harriet Beecher Stowe wrote 
“Uncle Tom’s Cabin.” The Walker 
Art Building of Bowdoin has a col­
lection worthy of attention. Bitum- 
minous roadway entire distance.
At Bath are the big Bath Iron 
Works where many of the United 
States cruisers have been built. 
From this old seaport town have been 
launched hundreds of commercial 
vessels as well which have carried the 
American flag to all ports in the 
world.
TURN TO INSIDE  
BACK COVER FOR 
INFORMATION FOR 





Six and one-half miles from Portland, 
Maine
Overlooks Casco Bay 
Fishing Boating Bathing 
Entirely remodeled, Finest Table 
Delicacies
Shore, Steak and Chicken Dinners 
Gift Shop Tea Room 
Special Attention to Week End 
Parties
Morton’s Cafe
143 Main Street, Brunswick, Maine
Special Noonday Lunches. Lunches 
Put Up to Take Out
Newspapers and Magazines 
Open 6:30 A.M.—12 P.M. 
Special Attention Given to Tourists 
Home Made Pastry
M artha J aneT eaRoom
Freeport, Maine
Steaks, Lobsters, Chicken 
Clams, Salads, Sandwiches 
Lunches put up to take out.
Clark’s Hotel
FREEPORT, MAINE 
Seventeen miles from Portland 
on Atlantic Highway, direct road to 
Bangor and Rockland.
A real family hotel with a homey 
atmosphere. Small enough to per­
mit of individual attention to each 
guest. Dining hall in connection 
with house. Rates reasonable.
Tel. 8002







Practical Gifts and All Kinds of Hand 
Painted Cards
Prescott M otor Co.
Cor. North and Lincoln Sts. 
Bath, Maine 
T e l. 270
On The Square 
Maxwell and Chrysler 
Overland and Willys-Knight 
Sales and Service
General Repairing. Tires, Tubes and 
Accessories. Tydol and Socony Gas 
and Oils, Mobiloils 
We cater to the traveling public 
Day and Night Service
Roseland and 
Cabins
Two Miles East of Freeport on 
Federal Highway 
Strictly Home Cooked Food 
Roseland Farms Ice Cream




17 Miles from Portland 
The Sportiest Course in Maine 
Luncheons and Afternoon Tea 
Tel. Freeport 77-11 





For detailed information, road map and views, see article Page 13
AT Bath are the big Bath Iron Works where many of the 
United States cruisers have been built. 
From this old seaport town have been 
launched hundreds of commercial 
vessels as well which have carried the 
American flag to all ports in the 
world. Bath is 9.5 miles from Bruns­
wick and within a half mile of New 
Meadows Inn on the river by that 
name.
From Bath the motorist crosses 
the Kennebec river, by ferry, to 
Woolwich, the town in which Sir 
William Phipps was born. Wiscas- 
set, Damariscotta, Waldoboro and 
Thomaston are fine old Maine sea- 
coast towns filled with history. In 
Edgecomb, across the bridge from 
Wiscasset, the house which was to 
have been the home of Marie An­
toinette is still standing, and at 
Thomaston is buried General Henry 
Knox, Washington’s chief of staff, 
and the first secretary of war which 
the United States ever had.
Rockland is one of the best known 
cities in Maine, and within its limits 
are located the widely known lime 
quarries. Camden is a beautiful 
summer resort, the home of many 
famous men and women, while Bel­
fast is another lively tourist city and 
gateway to a large recreational terri­
tory.
O. E. Starrett L. C. Batchelder
Warren Garage
Repairs,Welding and Supplies
Ford Parts and Accessories 
Storage, Battery Service





Best Shore Dinners in the State of 
Maine
Our Sunday Dinners are Unexcelled
Plan to stop here on your way up and 
down the coast.
L. B. Smith, Proprietor 




“Open all the year around” 
Overlooking Penobscot Bay 
Mrs. Lillian C. Ross, Proprietress 
Summer Boarders, Week End 
Parties, Automobile Parties, 
Winter Outing Parties, Hikers 
All accommodated with home-like 
entertainment and hospitality 
Fishing, Boating, Golf, Seclusion, 
Shore Dinners, Chicken Dinners, 
Lobsters, Oysters, Clams 
Tel. 489-21
Write for booklet Address Belfast, 
Maine—R. F. D. No. 6
Castle Tucker
Jane A. Tucker, Prop.
Opens June 15th





Situated at the highest point in 
charming Wiscasset the prettiest 
village in Maine. Overlooking land 
and water.
Smalley’s Bus Line
Between Rockland, Maine 
and Belfast, Maine
Leaves Hotel Rockland at 7 A. M. and 
12-30 P.M.
I.eaves Windsor Hotel, Belfast at 
10-30 A. M. and 4-30 P. M.
Graham Bus
T el. 561-m and  149-m R ockland 
Private Work at all Hours
A. S. Smalley
Rockland Maine
Special A tte n tio n  G iven  to  the T raveler
Ocean Mountains
W hitehall Hotel Inn
Camden, Maine
Greatest Variety of Recreations 
including Yachting and 
Golf
Strictly Modern in All Appointments 
Owner-Management 
Write for further information
Lakes Islands
Hotel Rockland
The Home of the Traveling Man
One Minute’s Walk From The Station 
Central Location
Rooms With Baths and Running 
Water
Finest Table In New England 
American Plan





For detailed information, road maps and views see page 23
O ak Grove Hotel
The Acorn and Cottages
Boothbay Harbor, Maine
Golf, Tennis, Riding, Deep Sea 
Fishing, Lake Fishing, Sailing, 
Canoeing, Dancing, Swim­
ming, all kinds of sports
Beautifully Appointed In Every Way 
W. HERBERT REED & SON,Props.
P. 0 . West Boothbay Harbor, Maine
Opens June 25 Closes Sept. 10
______________________________
DOOTHBAY HARBOR is provid- 
ed with excellent hotels, good 
stores, bowling alleys, billiard and 
pool rooms, well equipped garages, 
and is supplied with delicious spring 
water. Boothbay Harbor together 
with Southport make a summer 
resort of great popularity.
Boothbay Harbor is one of the 
great boating centers of Maine. 
Fishing craft and palacial yachts 
anchor side by side in the beautiful 
little harbor. The yacht Club is a 
















Chevrolet and Buick 
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT 
O. M. McKnown, Prop.
Boothbay Harbor, Me.
We Cater to the Automobile Public
The Cold Storage 
Com pany of Booth- 
bay H arbor
Dealers in All Kinds of
FRESH and FROZEN  
FISH
Boothbay Harbor, Maine
L. A. Dunlon, Pres.
George W. Nelson, Treas.
Hotel W eym outh
Boothbay Harbor,
F. A. BAKER, Proprietor
Formerly of Riverside Hotel 
Livermore Falls, Maine
Your Patronage Will Be 
Greatly Appreciated 
“Always Qood Service”
M ansion G olf House
BOOTHBAY, MAINE
Shore, Chicken and 
Steak Dinners 
Afternoon Teas
Rooms With Bath Shower Baths
A delightful place to spend the 
week end or your vacation 
Boating, Fishing, Bathing
Golf Links open to the public
Write for Further Information
Red Dragon Gift Shop
LARGEST GIFT SHOP 
IN MAINE
Shows unusual things around 
the world
Red Dragon Chambers 
ABOVE








“All the Pleasures of Primitive 
Living With None of the 
Penalties”
The Ideal Vacation Spot on the 
Rock Bound Coast of Maine
'June
Along the Highway
Belfast to Bangor Thru Bar Harbor
For detailed information, road map and views, see article Page 13
Robinson House
Bucksport, Maine
A Delightful Spot For Your Summer 
Vacation. All Outdoor Sports.
The congregating place of people who 
insist on the best cuisine and well 
appointed quarters.
Enjoy the congeniality found in a 
place catering to tastes and tempera­
ments which are discriminating and 
appreciative of finished performance. 




American and European Plan
A wonderful place to enjoy your 
summer vacation.
Homey Atmosphere, Comfortable 




The location of The Claremont is on 
the most delightful part of the Maine 
coast. There is an uninterrupted 
view of Somes Sound and the glorious 
Bar Harbor Mountains.
Tennis—Fishing—Boating — Dancing
Seashore, Country and Mountain 
Scenery. Unexcelled Cuisine
Bangor, called the Queen City, is 
the third in size in Maine and is the 
gateway to the northern and eastern 
sections of the State. The Univer­
sity of Maine is located at Orono, 
eight miles distant. Ellsworth is 
likewise the gateway to Mt. Desert, 
and Bar Harbor is the principal town 
on this famous island said to possess 
the most beautiful scenery to be found 
on the Atlantic seacoast north of 
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. One should 
spend at least a day, and as much 
more time as possible, visiting the 
scenic wonders of this enchanted 
land, one of its most notable attrac­
tions being Lafayette National Park, 
the only National Park east of the 
Mississippi River, or located on an 
ocean.
Prospect and Bucksport 
FERRY
Continuous service 
6 A. M. to 9 P.M.
Just ring the bell if you want the 
ferry.
At your service
On the Main Highway Between 
Rockland and Bar Harbor
The FiresideT ea Room
199 Main St., Bangor, Me.
Opp. The Bangor House
Open from 11 A.M. to 11 P.M. 
Quiet, cozy and charming atmosphere. 
Homelike and attractive.
Luncheon----- Dinner----- Afternoon
Tea. Special Chicken Dinner on Sun­
days.
1 P.M.—3 P.M. 5 P.M.—7 P.M. 
The most intriguing little tea room 
in Maine with food that makes you 
hungry just to look at it.
Special Attention Given To The 
Tourist.
Searsport House
Situated halfway between 
Rockland and Bangor
Comfortable Rooms and Unexcelled 
Cuisine.
Sunday Dinners a Specialty 
Steak, lobsters and chicken 
Rates $4.00 and up 





•Shore, Chicken and Steak 
Dinners
Afternoon Teas
Souvenirs and Gift Shop.
Rooms for Transients and Ladies’ 
Rest Room.




Moon and Cratty, Props.
Bangor, Maine
Near the Station Centrally located 
“Famous for Its Service”
Modern Appointments Unexcelled 
Cuisine
Page 32 lb Sun-Up
‘S? Places To Visit In MaineWhere to Stop Along the Coast
and Highway
C o n fo rth  Farm s In n
On the State Highway
S A C O  Between M AINE
Portland and Saco
A Dining and Stopping Place for particular tourists who 
enjoy the best. Reasonable Rates. Modern in all 
respects. Home Cooking. Fresh Eggs and vegetables 
from our own farms. Pure Bred Guernsey Milk and 
Cream.
/^NNE of the most delightful trips 
to be found in the entire State. 
The run is about 30 miles. Leave 
Portland via State St., over the new 
$ 1,000,000 Portland Bridge and via­
duct, passing through Knightville and 
South Portland and famous Cape Cot­
tage Park. Just beyond Casino is 
Portland Head Light established in 
1790. The first keeper appointed by 
Washington. Original tower is now 
standing. Adjoining is Fort Williams, 
Military Headquarters of Maine, an 
army post of great importance. Con­
tinuing along the shore through Pond 
Cove, at the extreme point of Cape 
on the left is located the Two Lights, 
with U. S. Wireless and Life Saving 
Stations, following back by the shore 
to Crescent, Higgins and Scarboro 
Beaches on left, with Prout’s Neck, 
home of the late Winslow Homer, 
famous marine artist, as a final desti­
nation. Here on the right is the 
Prout’s Neck Country Club and Golf 
Links.
Continued on page 48
P O IN T  H O U S E  a n d  c o t t a g e
YARMOUTH, MAINE
THE PRINCE’S POINT HOUSE is about ten from Portland by either Grand Trunk or Maine miles from Portland, situated on a point of Central R' R.’s and Trolley. Autos available from 
land overlooking Casco Bay and having a fine either line to the house, 
view of the harbor with its many islands—a combi- Excellent water. Fresh vegetables from our own
nation of seashore and country. garden. Milk and eggs. Best of home cooked food.
Here you will always find a good bree2e on the Chicken dinners Wednesdays. Chicken and 
hottest days of summer. A chance for bathing, Shore Dinners Sundays. Private, Auto and Week 
fishing, boating and tennis. End Parties. Banquets on notification.
THE PRINCE’S POINT HOUSE is reached Rate;—$3.00 per day. $18.00 to $21.00 per week.
OLD ORCHARD  
Golf and Country Club
D I N I N G  H A L L
A delightful place for your
Noon-day Luncheon
Meals Served at All Hours 
Lunches, Cold Drinks 
Regular Dinners 
Qolf Course Open to the Public
Just off the State Highway on 




H otels an d  A nnex
Bungalows Restaurant 
Lunch Room





A t  the entrance of Portland Harbor on 
Beautiful Casco Bay
H ere is th e  un ique com bination  of great 
cliffs an d  w ide, sandy beach, w ith  fine, safe 
bath ing .
O n ly  th ree  miles from  P o rtland  over good 
roads. T w enty  m in u tes’ ride by trolley. 
Electrics pass the door.
T he C ape C ottage H o te l is m odern  and  
has been  recen tly  enlarged .
SH O R E , STEA K  and  C H IC K E N  D IN N E R S  
A U T O  PARTIES A C C O M M O D A T E D  
EDWIN L. FIELD, Mgr.
A lluring  Side T rips m ake th is  th e  m ost de­
sirable in M aine
T. H. SOULE





Dodge Water Cars 
SOUTH FREEPORT, MAINE
16 miles from Portland
P R IN C E ’S
P o l a n d  S p r i n g
M A INE’S FOREM OST RESORT
EXCELLENT 18-HOLE GOLF COURSE
P O L A N D  W A T E R  
S E R V E D  F R E E
POLAND SPRING HOUSE MANSION HOUSE
Open June 18 to October Open all the year
Tennis, Bathing, Horseback Riding, Fishing, Library of 8000 
volumes. MEDICAL BATHS. All forms of baths, elec­








Stationery and Calling Cards
IN
Engraver’s Old English or Bold Type; Blue or Black 
Highest Qaality Ripple and Linen Hammermill Bond 
ALL KINDS OF JOB PRINTING  
Circular Letters, Advertising Sheets, Business Stationery 
and Salesmen’s Cards especially solicited.
M a il a n d  te lephone orders w ill receive p ro m p t a n d  ca re fu l a tte n tio n  
S a tis fa c tio n  Q u a ra n teed
Phone Forest 7540 or write
ipartlanh Pnitiersttg
135 Chadwick Street Portland, Maine
R a lp h  F. B lood  W il lis  H . B a lla rd
Famous Falmouth Flotel
P O R T L A N D ,  M A I N E
Fine Grill and Cafeteria. In the Heart of 
Portland’s Shopping and Theatre District. 
Rotary Club and Maine Automobile Assn. 
Office Headquarters.
HARRY I. BRIDGES, Manager
Dressmakers’ Supplies
NOTIONS, NOVELTIES, SILKS, 
WOOLENS, LINENS, HOSIERY 
COVERED BUTTONS, PLEATING, 
HEMSTITCHING.
Standa rd  Mfg. Co.
614 CONGRESS STREET  
Portland, Maine
MEN W ANTED
$ 5 0 .0 0  to $100 .00  WEEKLY
In every county and town in Maine, to act as 
county and district representatives for SUN-UP 
“Maine's Own Magazine." An exceptional op­
portunity is open to men with ambition and abil­
ity to represent this magazine, which has met 
with tremendous success. Others are cleaning 
up, why not you? Experience not as essential 
as determination to make good. Only trustworthy 
men will be considered for the positions we have 
open. Write us all about yourself with your 
reference.
Wood-Gate Pub. Co., Dept. 4B, Press Bldg., Portland
The Magic Mirror
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A tm o sp h ere  
o f  C h a rm
Centers about the smart Grill 
Room in this hotel.
With its shaded lights, 
soft colors, tiny tables, and 
fresh flowers, the Lafayette 
Grill enjoys that air of dis­
tinction which you so desire 
when sipping afternoon tea 
or partaking of a delicious 
dinner.
You will see those whom 
you know and those whom 





Cor. Park and Congress 
Streets
PORTLAND, MAINE
better shape to serve the public. 
You see those heavy cars had racked 
the roadbed, brought us heavy ex­
pense and no income; and now those 
cars were already getting obsolete. 
Moreover the light and power dis­
tribution system needed repairs. Oh, 
the commission had reason enough 
on its side; but we had no money; and 
government regulation is always 
much more concerned with your 
spending money than ever getting 
any. Altogether I needed half a 
million dollars in sight for the pro­
perty; not immediately, but for the 
next two or three years.—Where was 
it coming from? That was the ob­
ject of the meeting of the directors 
of the Palmetto Railway & Electric 
Corporation in my office that after­
noon.
“ ‘We are not immediately pinch­
ed,’ I explained; ‘but in three months 
we must pay out $75,000 interest 
upon the Palmetto bonds, and a 
month later the Roaring River Power 
Company will take $75,000 more. 
Rehabilitation calls for another $100, 
000 during the next twelve months. 
By July we shall be faced with an 
empty treasury.’
“ ‘Come now, you stop worrying’ 
said Gardner Grimes, who is one of 
the largest stockholders, and as you 
know has a reputation for being hard 
boiled: ‘you stop worrying. I am not 
at all sorry this has happened. I 
never had anything to speak of out 
of that property. It is time I did. 
It is time we all did. Your needs 
are not excessive; the earning power 
will increase; that property could not 
be replaced for less than $12,000,000 
today.—You put it into receiver’s 
hands, and I will let you have 
$500,000 on receiver’s certificates. 
Instead of president, Lamont, you 
shall be receiver. We’ll form a 
syndicate to buy up control of 
all the securities when they get 
to dragging round on bottom; 
$500,000 will get control of the whole 
property. There is a round million 
in it for each one of us five, and I 
am just that generous and good 
natured that I’ll furnish the money 
and divide even on the syndicate.’
“ ‘You always were generous and 
fair with your friends and associates’, 
said Baker Wilson; ‘but you have a 
heart of steel toward the public. 
Think of the people that own in this 
enterprise; think of what they will 
lose by this receivership. We need 
to think more of the public.’
‘The public’, sniffed Grimes, a 
certain commodore spoke my ideas 
of the public many years ago.’
“ ‘Yes, and we have been paying 
for it ever since’, said Wilson; ‘T hat 
same remark has set up many a dema­
gogue in power.’
“ ‘Well, who set him up?’ inquired 
Grimes. ‘It was the public, wasn’t 
it?—And who paid the price of the 
luxury of him? It was that same 
public, wasn’t it?—If the public 
wants to have a demagogue now and 
then for amusement, I’m willing; 
that is, so long as they pay the price; 
and they always do.—When I see the 
public flirting with a demagogue, I 
sell out most everything I ’ve got to 
that same public; put my money in 
the bank and sit tight. Later, after 
the dear demagogue of the dear pub­
lic has knocked the bottom out of 
values; in fact after the public has 
knocked down the price of its own 
property which I. sold ’em, I buy it 
back again at 50 cents on the dollar. 
About that time this same public is 
beginning to ask the demagogue 
for tacks instead of talk. The hard 
times they themselves brought on 
begin to worry ’em. The dear peepul 
stop yelling for victims and call for 
victuals.—I’ll give a snap of my 
finger for the public. Don’t talk 
public to me.’
“Fine’, said Baker Wilson, with 
that genial smile of his; ‘You think 
you know a lot about the public and 
we will grant you do. But you also 
have a lot to learn. In fact, Grimes, 
you are positively stupid; I ’m- 
shocked at you. This is very old 
stuff you are giving us. This sow- 
the - wind - and - reap - the - whirlwind 
policy has been tried many times; 
it always fails. You think you 
can whipsaw the public, do you ? 
—and sell short on demagogues, 
do you?—Alas, Grimes, you don’t 
know demagogues; if you did, 
you would not make it so easy for 
them to get their heads into the tent. 
You would take a warning from the 
rest of that fable about the camel.
I tell you there w<" yet be super 
demagogues who will try to under­
mine the very foundations of our 
government—if this thing keeps on. 
They will put a capital tax on your 
wealth, they will smash the capital 
system altogether. Yes, I know 
they will bring disaster on themselves; 
but they will lay the fault of it all 
on you and your kind. And the dear 
Continued on Page 46
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Away From The City
A  Sketch o f Country L ife
THE lawn needed mowing. It was herby of it to grow tall before the blisters made by 
clipping last week had disappeared.
I t’s ten miles from town—perhaps 
only semi-country, but the tall shafts 
of larkspur, seven feet at least, against 
the white barn gleaming in the July 
sun of noonday, the lazy stirrings 
in the leaves, the chirp of a warbler 
in the dark firs beyond the stone wall 
and the bees busy in the pink hoods 
of the physostegia—all say it’s differ­
ent—different from town.
But there was the lawn needing 
mowing. The sharp edge of the bor­
ders was lost in the grass, the flag­
stones around the fountain seemed 
to have gone out of sight. Perhaps 
Mclves can mow it so we can walk 
up the road to his place.
Mclves is “shingling a barn up at 
the corner,” so he can’t come until 
Saturday. “That’s too late—must 
be tomorrow,” we say as emphatic 
as if we had a reason. “Perhaps 
Joel Weatherby can. He lives alone 
in a shack on the Pond Road.” 
“Looks like an old barn in the hol­
ler,” Mrs. Mclves says drawing back 
her head.
“We are going over to the Jerris 
road and we’ll stop and see him.” 
“You’ll see it just beyond the rail­
road crossing.” Mclves once lived 
in the city so he picks out landmarks 
there can be no doubt about. But 
Mrs. Mclves insists it’s “in the 
holler.”
The other cars had gone on ahead 
taking a merry crowd to Scarum for 
a party, when we climbed into the 
Ford. Tully’s Ford that goes by 
the grace of God when he forgets 
the gasolene. But it does go. And 
last night it left the road, went 
through a patch of field and stopped 
so close to the shack that Fully 
could almost knock on the board 
door. He called “Mr. Weatherby” 
not getting ou^ of the car. Tully’s 
like that, fat for twenty- 




nn answer came from 
within—a pleasant voice.
“He’s in bed.” To make 
sure 'Fully called again.
Then the door scraped 
back. Joel Weatherby
By CLARA SOUTHWORTH
peered out,then was lost to our sight 
behind the board windbrake at the 
weather-side of the door—the side 
the north winds sweep in the winter.
“No, I can’t work. Something’s 
caught me right here in the peak of 
my shoulders. No, I ain’t hurt it— 
it jes’ come.” Such an uncomplain­
ing attitude-—“We don’t know what 
the flesh is heir to. Yes, I worked 
fifteen years down to the Marston 
Place and twenty years at the Nashes. 
Yes, Judson Marston’s gone, so’s the 
Nashes. Somehow things ain’t the 
same. I t’s all diff’rent somehow, 
yes.” “No, I don’t know anyone 
you can get.” He paused. “There’s 
a boy down the road a piece—you 
can see the house down there by the 
ledge.”
We were silent—looking straight 
ahead. It wasn’t necessary to see 
the ledge. He had seen it too many 
times—had watched the snow blow 
across it in the winter time and the 
mowing machine go around it in 
haying time, not to know it was 
“down there.”
“No, I don’t know his name. We 
call him “big boy.”
“No, if I’m able to go, I can walk— 
my legs’re good.”
The rolling fields were lighted by 
the waning twilight and the coming 
moon. The hackmatack trees looked 
blue and feathery. The Ford turned 
up the Jerris road.
All new jazz records, red, sweet 
punch in a bowl on the dining-room 
table, bottles and squeezed oranges 
in the kitchen. 'Fully with a rolling 
pin and paper cap—“What am I?” 
“You’re a fried pill.” Laughter. 
Moonlight. Then home when the 
road was quiet.
It was as glorious a morning as you 
would want—lovelier than you could 
ask for. Streeter, our colored cook, 
was rattling the stove covers in the 
farmhouse kitchen his tangerine rub­
ber apron making a bright spot of
color in the big space. It was the 
same kitchen where Maggie Randall 
lived and her father before her. 
Then the clank of the kettles impaled 
on their hooks in the pantry. The 
dishes are done.
I t’s eleven o’clock. I go to the 
door that opens on the porch. There 
on the steps sits an old man, all gray 
and a slim figure, all brown.
“Good morning, Mr. Weatherby.”
“Yes, it’s eased up, and we came. 
T his’s the Big Boy,” he says smiling. 
“His name’s Ireland.” They were 
standing in front of the barn in the 
full sun.
“No, Irish,” the boy says stuffing 
his red knit cap in his pocket.
“I t’s the same, ain’t it?” Joel 
Weatherby is beyond fine distinc­
tion, but “Big Boy” is just coming 
up and there’s a heap of difference 
between Ireland and Irish.
The rolling click of the mower 
went down the lawn—turned sharp 
across and came up, slower, with a 
gurgling sound, then across in front 
of the wall and steps that lead to 
the garden. There’s a border aside 
the barn that curves in and out and 
leaves a stretch of grass between it 
and the “sunny border;” this must 
be treated separately. Joel Wea­
therby better do it and “Big Boy” 
can rake the soft grass.
Then the clipping begins. That’s 
“Big Boy’s” entire charge for Joel 
Weatherby’s too old and stiff and 
the right arm too lame to clip, clip, 
clip.
“Mind the lilies.” “Big Boy” is 
over on the “shady border” and the 
barrow filled with tender clippings 
stops. “There’s foxgloves and they 
are handsome, very, very handsome, 
and they grow so tall.” The barrow 
moves slowly on.
“Put the clippings in the woods, 
Mr. Weatherby,” and the noise is 
lost in the appletrees that separ­
ate the house from our neigh­
bor’s driveway. When 
Maggie Randall lived in 
the house and her father 
before her, this was called 
the “Cove Lane.” But 
now the bleached clam 
shells, that would crack 
gingerly under your feet, 
have been covered over 
in a made road, smooth 
Continued on Page 53
Sun-Up
Plain Common SenseOne reason why so many Maine 
people buy the 7% Preferred 
Stock of Central Maine Power 
Company is because their own 
common sense tells them it is a 
good investment.
You can see the property with your own eyes. The 
Company is engaged in a business with which every­
one is more or less familiar. You know the men who 
work for the Company—perhaps those who manage it. 
The home office is located in Augusta—you can go right 
to headquarters for first hand information.
You know the Company is selling something—elec­
tric energy—that people will not willingly do without.
You know that over 12,000 of your friends and 
neighbors here in Maine now own the security.
Just apply your own knowledge and common sense 
to the problem of your next investment; they will tell 
you that C.M.P. Preferred is a good investment for 
Maine people.
The price is $107.50 
The yield is 6% %  net
C en tra l M aine Pow er C o.
Augusta, Maine
A new booklet, “Your Share,” which contains over 
50 pictures of the Company s properties will be 
mailed on request. For convenience use the coupon.
C entral M aine Power Co. Augusta, Maine
Please send me a copy of your new booklet “Your Share.'’ I  





By WALTER W. EASTMAN
Note—This section will be a regular feature ot 
Sun-Up. Inquiries are invited from subscribers 
relative to financial and investment matters 
but each inquiry must be signed by the 
writer’s own name and his address given. 
Except where a request is made, the name will 
notbe published in the columns of the magazine. 
All inquiries should be addressed to the Finan­
cial E.ditor of Sun-Up, 304 Press Building, 
Monument Square, Portland, Maine.
The security market for the past 
month has been steadily advancing, 
confounding the skeptical, and the 
real basis for the advance has been 
the plethora of money available 
for investment and speculative use. 
Just as long as the present conditions 
of cheap money continue, just so 
long will the better class of securi­
ties, with attractive dividend yield 
appreciate in price until they reach 
a point where the return will be more 
in line with money rates. In other 
words the permanent hardening of 
the money market will spell the finale 
of the present bull market. It is a 
splendid illustration of the amount of 
money available for investment pur­
poses when all bond offerings of merit 
are eagerly snapped up and the in­
vestment bond houses are in direct 
competition with each other for new 
issues.
There is no question but that many 
securities are selling too high and the 
one who purchases at the present 
level of prices must discriminate and 
analyze most carefully the security 
he is interested in. The railroads 
until recently have been inclined 
to lag behind the industrials and the 
chief reason appears to be that people 
who are learning to trust the rail­
roads as an investment, are waiting 
for the Interstate Commerce Com­
missions decision on the Nickle Plate 
Merger. It by no means follows that 
an unqualified approval of the Van 
Sweringen proposal is necessary in 
order to stimulate bullish feeling. 
What would have more effect upon 
public confidence, would be such a 
decision from the commission as 
would indicate an understanding and 
sympathetic attitude to railroad mer­
gers through the initiative of the 
railroads themselves. But a deci­
sion by the Interstate Commission 
along broad and far seeing lines would 
do much to confirm the confidence 
which has resulted from the truly 
remarkable development of efficiency 
in railroad management since the 
transportation was released from 
government control. It is entirely
Continued on Page 39
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An interesting article on this 
Great Maine Industry will 
appear in a future issue of
“Sun-Up”
Watch For It





Brooks Castine Unity Searsport, Maine
Commercial
Savings and
Trust Accounts J. D. SWEETSER President
Safe Deposit Vaults W. R. BLODGETT
Investments Cashier
The First National Bank
O F
Bar Harbor, Maine
A Member of the Federal Reserve System offers you
Safe Deposit Boxes, Trust Department,
Foreign Exchange, Commercial Bank­
ing, Investment Securities, Savings 
Accounts 4%
Trustees of Bond Issues Executors of Wills
One of the best ways to be prepared for 
opportunities is to have money saved 
and put away in a good bank, 
where it is safe and always 
within reach when 
needed.
W e P a y  4% on  
S avin gs D eposits
U n ited  S tates T ru s t C o.
“T he B ank of B etter Service”
Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts.
( Fryeburg, Maine  
Branches  at < Harr ison ,  Maine
( South Por tland ,  Maine
TheTiconic National Bank
OFFERS
A complete banking service con­




111 YEARS CONTINUOUS 
BUSINESS
W ATERVILLE, M AINE
Member of the Federal Reserve System
- * » s T 38- Sun-Up
T o  K n o w  U s
is to use 
our facilities
We specialize in personal finance 
and can, perhaps, aid you to 
solve your problem.
We invite you to call in person, 
to phone or to write us.
Resources 1923— $ 3 ,3 3 5 ,8 8 2 .1 2  
Resources 1924— $ 3 ,7 3 8 ,4 0 1 .3 1
Security Trust Company
ROCKLAND
Camden Union Vinalhaven Warren
“A t  Y ou r Service”
Tourists Baggage Policies
A new low rate has just been made for this 
form of Insurance. Don’t start on your 
vacation without this protection.
Telephone us for particulars
E. C. JONES & CO., Inc.
Forest 956-957
Catering Especially 





K I N G  T A V E R N
Old Orchard Road, West Scarboro, Maine
Googins Bros, Props.
Shore, Steak and Chicken Dinners 
Also a La Carte Service 
Telephone Scarboro 109-2 
Turn at St. Louis Home
C H A P M A N
NATIONAL
b a n k
THERE’S SAFETY IN NUMBERS
T he  C h ap m an  vaults are  on the st reet  level, convenient and absolutely safe. The  cost of protection 
to you is negligible, $5 .0 0  pe r  year  upw ard  accord ing to the  size of the  compartm ent necessary  to 
accomomdate  the valuables  you wish to store . Each box has its own number.  Numbers  w o n ’t lie— 
the re 's  safety  in numbers .
There  is one place that is ab- 
solutely safe foryour securi ties,  
jewel ry  or o the r  va luables  
and that is the  C hapm an  Safe  
Deposi t Vaults.
Steel plates, walls of con­
cre te ,  e lectr ica l  protection, 
together with watchmen guard 
these  vaults night and day.
F inancia l Section
Continuedfrom Page 36
possible that confidence will beget 
over-confidence. When a bull mar­
ket has been running for something 
like twenty months with the end of 
it not yet in sight, it is at least clear 
that the third stage of it is not far 
away. The first stage of a bull mar­
ket is a recovery of stocks carried by 
the previous bear market far below 
values. The middle period is the 
adjustment to values and the final 
stage which may well be close upon 
us, is an advance above the line of 
values, based upon hope rather than 
upon assurance. Warnings at this 
time may be a little premature, but 
my earnest advice is not to be buying 
speculative issues at the present time, 
but to confine ones attention to the 
solid investment securities as can be 
found in high grade stocks and bonds. 
The profits may not be as great but 
the risk is far less. It is reasonable to 
to say that we have entered upon the 
distributing stage of the market in 
general and while certain securities 
may seek a higher level for special 
reasons of individual worth, the mar­
ket as a whole has arrived at a most 
dangerous level, which can only 
appeal to the ones who are ready to as­
sume extreme risks, and such method 
of procedure is not for the conserva­
tive investor.
Many people of real intelligence 
believe that the security market as 
exemplified by the New York stock 
Exchange can be controlled or manip­
ulated by some power or combination 
of powers in Wall Street, which can 
influence fluctuations to its own ad­
vantage. It is granted that certain 
securities of small capitalization can 
be the recipients of manipulative 
Influences, but no combination of 
financial powers in the whole world 
could manipulate the security market 
as a whole. The stock market can be 
considered as a barometer reflecting 
three fundamentals of business, build­
ing construction, automobile output 
and farm prices. It is responsive 
to every other influence, not to three 
but to three hundred, credit, inter­
est, employment, commodity prices, 
politics, international finance, for­
eign borrowing, pig-iron consump­
tion, savings banks deposits, fede­
ral reserve loans, the attitude of union 
labor, municipal borrowing, the ef­
fects of tax exemption, bank collec­
tions, rents, wages, the death rate, 
the birth rate and even divorce. No 
single human being or financial agency 
can possibly estimate all these in­
fluences, but every one of them exer­
cises its alloted pressure on the se­
June
curity market. The security mar­
ket does not manufacture sentiment 
but gives sentiment a basis of fact.
In q u iry  D ep a rtm en t
All subscribers to Sun-Up are invited to 
make use of this service. The writer will 
answer briefly inquiries on securities and 
other financial matters with the understanding 
that no legal or other liability is thereby in­
curred.
1. W. E. R. Augusta, Maine. I 
have a block of Rubber Common pur­
chased at $36. Would you suggest 
selling at present level or holding 
for further price appreciation.
Ans. There is hardly any other 
industry that has been so long 
in making a recovery from trade de­
pression as the rubber and tire busi­
ness. In buying United States Rub­
ber Common even though it must be 
regarded as a speculative issue in my 
opinion you have selected the best 
one in the group. This company has 
been greatly benefited by the sharp 
advance in crude rubber, and as it 
secures from its own rubber plan­
tations around 40% of its entire con­
sumption, one can easily under­
stand the accrueing advantage. 
Crude rubber is quoted around 60 
cents and the rubber from the plan­
tations of the United States Rubber 
Company costs only 28 cents in 
New York. Also there have been 
two advances in tire prices within a 
short time, one of 15% and one of 
10%. United States Rubber should 
earn close to $9 a share on the com­
mon issues the current year, and as a 
speculative issue would be inclined 
to hold for higher prices.
H. O. R. Lewiston, Maine. Ameri­
can Ice 6% Preferred.
Why does American Ice Preferred 
paying 6% sell at a price that will 
yield 7.5?
Ans. The chief trouble with Ameri­
can Ice is its peculiar capital struc­
ture. Funded debt of $9,000,000 
is followed by $15,000,000 6% pre­
ferred, but only $7,500,000 common. 
With such a heavy debt ahead of it 
and so small an equity behind it, 
American Ice Preferred is not in a 
particularly strong position from the 
investors standpoint. In the past 
six years earnings have averaged only 
a little more than twice preferred 
dividends. This is not an impres­
sive margin of safety. Again it is 
either a feast or a famine in the ice 
business, and the character of the 
weather for the summer months 
largely determines earnings for the 
year.
75% of the Men Don’t 
Know This—Do You?
Professional Services
When you are ill you call in a 
doctor. When your books .need 
attention you summon to your 
business house an auditor. When 
your car has an annoying sound 
or a suspicious rattle, you see 
a garage man. What do you do 
when there is pandemonium in 
your office, when there seems to 
be no real place for anything, 
when your employees seem to 
have not the slightest idea where 
to find anything or to put any­
thing? You generally fuss a- 
round, buy a new desk, place it 
neatly against the wall some­
place and then settle back with 
a great show of self satisfaction 
and say, “Now that’s all fixed.”
But, sad to relate, it is not so. 
To return to our former state­
ment of facts, when you are ill 
you call in a doctor. Why, when 
your office equipment needs thor­
ough and intelligent attention— 
don’t you call in a professional?
Did you know that there was 
a concern in this state prepared 
to give you just this thing—pro­
fessional attention? This con­
cern has studied the scientific 
equipment of offices and business 
institutions. They can send to 
your place a man who knows the 
logical way for your office to be 
arranged. Perhaps the most eco­
nomical arrangement for your 
particular needs is a system of 
steel shelves with specially con­
structed cubby holes of certain 
sizes to take care of your individ­
ual problem.
There is nothing that will save 
you more money than to have 
your office systematically and eco­
nomically arranged. It is a saver 
of time, energy and needless 
thought to know that there is pro­
per place for everything, that 
the stenographers have the right 
equipment that they may be 
really efficient—this does not 
always mean paper and type­
writer ribbons—it means a chair 
that is the right heighth, a desk 
that carries the necessary mate­
rial.
Don’t waste your money! Buy 
your office equipment from pro­
fessionals—
Roberts Office Supply Co.
233 Middle St. Portland, Maine. 






Our Aim  is to give you very good values 
Our F am e is in the accomplishment of it
ESTA B LISH ED  in 1874, th is 
store long ago earned the distinction 
of Reliability and Value Giving.
This reputation has been maintained 
because we have succeeded in making 
this a helpful store in so many ways.
Our assurance for dependability of 
merchandise, the very utmost in 
Value and our guarantee of satis­
faction tends to give you the fullest 
return for your money.
We are Specialists in Quality 
and Merchandise 
SELLING A T  FAIR PRICES
Women's and Childrens Apparel, 
and Accessories. High Grade Linens, 
Lustrous Silks, Yard Goods, Laces, 
Ruffled Curtains and Cretonnes, and 
many other Home and Personal Needs.




May shop safely here by mail. 
All mail orders receive personal 
attention by thoughtful, exper­




R ines B ro thers 
C o m p an y
Exclusive A gents in 
Portland for
and
T he A. E. Little Shoe
SOROSIS has for over twenty-five 
years been nationally known for 
style leadership, excellence of ma­
terials and workmanship.
THE A. E. LITTLE SHOE
is a stylish orthopedic shoe with the 
built in flexible saddle arch, scien­
tifically constructed. Constant shock 
absorbing suspension for your arch.
Yes Lady
I t’s you I ’m talking to, you with 
the fine, soft, silky hair, that a 
Marcel will stay in about as long as 
it takes you to get home. Don’t be­
lieve all the stories you hear about 
Permanent waving hurting your hair, 
and burning your head, you hear 
that from someone that has not had 
one; we will guarantee not to hurt 
you, or harm your hair, also to give 
you a Summer of satisfaction that 
you have never experienced, and at 
less expense than every week to the 
hairdresser.
Carles
514 Congress Street Portland, Maine
Jun CV^ i*** _ffiS  _t ",o ’“
Vacation Apparel
Is, in a way, more important and 
deserves more consideration than 
clothes for any other occasion. 
When your mind is in tune with 
nature, lack of care, and the joy 
of living—it wants to be free from 
any worry as to the suitability of 
your attire.
We specialize in Summer, Sport 
and Vacation Clothes.
J. E. Palmer Co.
Congress Street Portland, Maine
M aking  M en F rom  Boys
Continued from page 9
tion. The first is known as the Basic. 
'Then come the Red, the White, and 
the Blue. Each course requires a 
year, or more specifically, a month, 
to complete. A student attending 
one year is under no obligations to 
come back if he does not wish to do 
so or it is impossible because of con­
flicting summer arrangements.
The Basic course is the prepara­
tory course. 'Phis year’s age re­
quirements are such that students 
between 17 and 24 may enter. Pre­
vious military training of any kind 
is not required. Applicants must 
be of average intelligence and must 
be able to read and write English.
The Red course differs from the 
basic in that the student chooses his 
branch of the service, the infantry, 
the Cavalry, the Field or Coast 
Artillery, the Signal Corps and Engi­
neer’s Corps. Here he specializes to 
the extent of his technical training, 
on the activities of his branch. It is 
his second year at the camp unless 
he has had previous training in the 
Reserve Officers Training Camp, 
the National Guard, the Regular 
Army or Navy, or similar branch of 
the service. Ages for this course 
are from 17 to 25.
The White is the third year course. 
Here the student continues his chosen 
branch or transfers into another. 
Age limits are from 18 to 28.
The Blue is the graduating course 
and to take it a student must have 
been recommended in his previous 
year for it. A graduate has the 
necessary training qualifications to 
make him eligible for a commission 
in the Officer’s Reserve Corps. Age 
limits for this course are 19 to 31 but 
a student is not eligible to apply for 
his commission until reaching the 
age of 21.
Only one who has attended the 
camps or who has visited them can 
describe the life there. The en­
thusiasm of all is unexcelled by no 
other organizations. It has devel­
oped into the greatest equalizer ever 
put on a practical basis, for the 
student body is truly cosmopolitan. 
The young men arrive as civilians 
and some are expensively dressed 
while others might actually be called 
shabby. Most of the nationalities 
of the United States are found in the 
camps.
No better example of the Power of 
Equalization of the Uniform is that 
of the summer of 1923. John Cool- 
idge, the son of President Calvin 
Coolidge, attended the camp. He
Continued on Page 44
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SUMMER Reception thought a myth in years past can be made 
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tance was reached with about a 
1-watt transmitter.
The MacMillan ship transmitter 
also had its share of breaking world’s 
records. In a test carried out one 
Sunday morning in the Zenith Radio 
Laboratories in Chicago, this outfit 
operating on wave lengths of 20 and 
40 meters was heard very loudly by 
Lieutenant F. H. Schnell, Radio 
Officer of the U. S. S. Seattle, Flag­
ship of the United States Navy Pacific 
Fleet engaged in war-game maneuvers
MACMILLAN ALSO IS AN OPERATOR
The above view of Commander Donald B. MacMillan, at the 
equipment of his sturdy little ship, “The Bowdoin,” shows the 
famous Maine explorer tuning in on an amateur station and 
listening to the latest news.
enroute to Hawaii. At the time 
Lieutenant Schnell heard these sig­
nals he reports the distance of the 
Seattle from San Francisco as 1600 
miles. This test was carried on in 
daylight and the total distance cov­
ered was approximately 4000 miles — 
an astounding range for a low power 
transmitter.
More about this transmitter for the 
technical man. The various wave 
lengths mentioned earlier in this story 
are obtained through the use of inter­
changeable inductances. Most losses 
have been eliminated through the use 
of glass supports, proper placement 
of wiring and so on. The power for 
the set is supplied by a 32-volt 
storage battery charged by a Delco 
gas engine generating outfit. A 32- 
volt motor drives the 2,000-volt D.C. 
generator which supplies the plate 
power.
The antenna is a 45-foot stranded 
gold plated wire running from the 
ship’s deck to the cross trees of the 
main mast. Pyrex insulation is used. 
In testing the set at the Zenith
laboratories the experimental call of 
9-XN was used, using a replica of 
the Bowdoin’s antenna. The antenna 
current was about 2 amperes. Mr. 
Schnell gave his distance report of 
4000 miles when they were using 40 
meters. The set also reached New 
Zealand 4-AG in daylight.
Here is the communication scheme. 
An attempt will be made to transmit 
the voices of the plane observers to 
the Bowdoin which ship will rebroad­
cast them to the United States where 
they will be then re­
transmitted for a sec­
ond time on the usual 
broadcast lengths.
After MacMillan and 
McDonald pass the 
66th degree line they 
will be in 24 hour day­
light and will use a 
wave of 20 m eters. 
Maine radio ex p eri­
menters who desire to 
listen for them will 
find them on that low 
wave if they build the 
proper equipment.
Commander McDon­
ald of the expedition 
who personally assisted 
the writer in preparing 
this data for Sun-Up 
readers writes as fol­
lows: “We will be very 
glad to assist anyone 
in the United States to 
construct a short wave transmitter 
and receiver such as is installed on 
the Bowdoin for the trip. But lest 
my connection with Zenith confuse 
the situation I should like to make it 
plain that these are not a commercial 
product. We intend building none 
for sale.
“ Any of your readers who are suf­
ficiently interested in building any of 
this equipment may have the services 
of experts of our technical depart­
ment gratis. Until he leaves John L. 
Reinartz will be in charge of this in­
formation. After that some other 
person will be delegated for this work. 
Address inquiries for data and cir­
cuits to Mr. Reinartz at the Zenith 
Radio Corporation, 332 South Michi­
gan Avenue, Chicago, 111. We are at 
your service in the interests of Ama­
teur Radio.’’
John L. Reinartz will be the oper­
ator of Station WNP (Wireless North 
Pole) the Bowdoin Station on this 
trip. Few technical radio fans have 
not heard of Reinartz as his name is 
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is cooked in the Italian way by those 
who KNOW HOW!
There is an abundance of atmos­
phere in this little Italian restaurant 
on Middle street—and there is an 
abundance of food, too, for those who 
want it!
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Middle Street, Portland, Me.
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We make full arrangements for your journey 
in any direction—going or coming, transporta­
tion, hotels, auto service, sightseeing busses, 
baggage and travelers’ insurance, travelers’ 
checks, or if coming to Maine we arrange your 
extension trips, with hotel and tourist camp ac­
commodations at no extra expense to you. Lit­
erature and full information free for the asking.
Ernest H. Boynton, Manager
Fone F o re tt 2612
690 Congress Street (Near State) Portland, Maine
Telephone 3463 The
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33 Free Street, Portland, Maine Also A La Carte Service
If it can be plated, we will do it better Telephone Scarboro 78
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G ift
could a girl or boy graduating from 
school desire than a wrist watch?
A Twenty-four Hour 
Gift
Every minute that it ticks away it 
reminds the wearer of the giver and 
also, perhaps, a little of the life that 
is ahead of them.
Wrist watches are essentially smart 
and at the same time most practical. 
White gold and silver.
J. A. Merrill <Sl Co., Inc.
Jewelers since 1851 
303 Congress St., Portland Me.
When 
in Portland
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The Cafeteria Meals will 
delight you
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known throughout the world as the 
wizard of short wave transmission. 
He is the man who really made most 
of the startling developments of the 
short wave work.
MacMillan takes on the trip in the. 
person of Reinartz, the highest paid 
radio operator in the world. His 
salary is $1,000 per month. Securing 
him for the work is almost a certain 
guarantee that messages will get 
hack and forth over that dead spot 
in the air which prevented communi­
cation for several months on the last 
trip. Reinartz has the utmost con­
fidence in the ability of the new 
equipment to get the results he de­
sires. And the rest of the party have 
confidence in him.
Radio is a wonderful game. It 
always will be. Its limits have not 
begun to be touched. Theories have 
been formed and have gone up in 
thin air. What is this tremendous 
force'of nature, controlled by man? 
Will it be used successfully on this 
trip into the Arctic regions? We 
think so.
THE above article on the Mac­Millan Expedition was pre­pared through the cooperation 
of Mr. F. C. Beekley, Assistant 
Editor of QST, the American Radio 
Relay League Official magazine; 
Mr. R. H. G. Mathews, Manager 
of the Central Division of the Ameri­
can Radio Relay League with Head­
quarters at Chicago; and last but 
not least, Commander McDonald, 
himself. In spite of the press of 
last minute business preparatory to 
his leaving, Commander McDonald 
was very courteous in supplying 
technical data. Mr. Beekley also 
demonstrated his willingness to assist 
by supplying me with advance 
proofs of the June issue of QST 
containing data which proved of 
value in the story. Such courteous­
ness and such fraternal cooperation 
is not often to be found and the 
writer desires to publicly thank 
them for their assistance.
—  P h i l i p  B. S h a r p e .
LOCATED
“Look here” exclaimed the stran­
ger, as he stumbled into his twen­
tieth puddle, “I thought you said 
you knew where all the bad places 
were on this road.”
“Well” replied the native, who 
had volunteered to guide him through 
the dark, “we’re finding them, ain’t 
wer
M aking  M en F rom  Boys
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became the center of attraction, but 
only from the outside. John was a 
real American Boy. He dodged as 
many newspaper men and photog­
raphers as possible through the aid 
of his buddies. He became one of the 
best students at camp although he 
won no prizes. And if our memory 
serves us correctly, a Maine farmer’s 
boy was his corporal.
Evenings of the students are spent 
in pleasure. T his important event, 
known as recreation, forms a large a 
part of the camp life. Hostess 
houses or recreation centers form an 
important part of every camp. Every 
facility is offered the boys for reading, 
writing letters, and games are placed 
at the disposal of students.
While these recreation centers are 
always well filled, they do not con­
tain but a small fraction of the 
students “off duty.” For boys will 
be boys. They organize their own 
bands, orchestras and other such 
circles, many of them but hastily 
assembled ones, and have their own 
music. Many a gathering of young 
men may be found with one ukelele 
beneath the moonlight skies, sing­
ing, and curiously enough the old 
songs are usually the most popular.
A special late dispatch from Colo­
nel Blanton Winship, officer in charge 
of CMTC Affairs at Corps Area 
Headquarters, Boston, advises the 
writer that the detailed quotas of 
the new England camps call for 425 
Students at Fort Adams, 1245 at 
Camp Devens, 505 at Fort Mc­
Kinley, 750 at E'ort Ethan Allen, 
and 225 at Fort Terry. It means 
considerable action in training camp 
circles.
The boys love the life. They 
work, and among the hundreds of 
returned students which the writer 
has talked with for their views of the 
movement, not one was dissatisfied 
with the time he spent there.
Returning students have a different 
physical bearing that is immediately 
noticed by their friends. They have 
a broader outlook in life. They have 
made dozens of personal friends— 
friends who will be of value to them 
in later life. The boys return as real 
men, and with many a tale for their 
friends during the long winter even­
ings-
Discipline is learned by all. One 
also learns to give and take jokes 
in the proper spirit. Returned stu­
dents, of which many will undoubted­
ly read this article, will remember 
with keen joy the many jokes 
Continued on Page 54
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are finding the
Y. W . C. A.
Dining Room
An ideal place to dine.
Weekday Luncheons 35c Special Sunday Dinner 75c 
120 Free Street Portland, Maine
MIGIS LODGE
Formerly National Camps
On Beautiful Lake Sebago, South Casco, Maine 
On Roosevelt Highway between Portland and Naples
Sailing,Boating,Swimming,
Fishing a n d  Canoeing
QOOD FOOD, WELL COOKED 
Private Cabins or Rooms in Main House
Every Convenience
T hat electric service makes possible in your City home will be 
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Bluehill balls East Bluehill
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Ellsworth Gladly burnished Sargentville
on Request
SERVED BY THE
B angor H ydro-Electric Co.
General Offices, 84 Harlow Street, Bangor, Maine
Sun- Up
If your party  
is to  be 
a' Success<4 I
the little details such 
as decorations, tallies, 
place cards and favours 
must be correct and 
unusual.
A hostess is judged by 
these tiny matters oft­
entimes and a correctly 
appointed affair de­
mands that infinite 
attention be given to 
these matters.
If you live out of town 
you can send in to us 
a general idea of your 
needs and we will be 
glad to attend to them, 
and send samples.
If Portland is your 
home, you know that 
you can find here that 
little unusual favour 
that you want.
Fessenden’s
497 Congress St. 
Portland Maine
The Magic Mirror
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peepul won’t call this time for vic­
tuals—but victims. And then those 
super demagogues will sieze your 
bank account and have you hanged.’
“ ‘Gentlemen’ ,said I ; ‘unfortunate­
ly the question before us is Pal­
metto.’
“I pushed a button in the table 
before me, and the treasurer of the 
company appeared at the door of the 
room.—‘Mr. Thompson’,said I, ‘we 
want the list of bondholders of the 
Palmetto. You might bring also the 
Roaring River Power Company list 
at the same time. In a few minutes 
Mr. Thompson returned, and I had 
before me the books containing the 
names. According to notations made 
by the treasurer, nine hundred people 
and more were owners in one com­
pany or the other. Some owned in 
both—parent and subsidiary.—‘Here 
they are’, said I; ‘nearly a thousand 
bondholders, scattered through four­
teen states! My eye caught the name 
of Mary Huskins, Four Corners 
Connecticut. I knew Mary Hus­
kins. She had worked in our office 
before she was married. She was a 
widow now and had a son working his 
way through Yale. How many other 
widows owned some of those bonds? 
Here was a poor soul who held $5(XX). 
I knew that case also; half blind, 
parents long dead, means already 
far too slender for support. I recog­
nized too many of those names in 
fact for my own peace of mind. 
And besides there was a feeling which 
I could not express in words; that 
in the broader aspect of national life 
this rough and tumble game of 
security chance must hereafter be 
played with a finer hand and a larger 
vision.
“I looked at the members of the 
executive committee before me.— 
‘My firm’, said I, ‘will put up $250, 
000 of the amount needed. Will you, 
representing the largest stockholders, 
put up the other half?’
“ ‘Not from me’, said Gardner 
Grimes; ‘it is receivership or nothing 
so far as I am concerned.’
“ ‘I should like to join you’, said 
Wilson; ‘but we cannot. This re­
construction period is too dangerous. 
We cannot tie up the capital.’
“ ‘How much did you say that 
floating debt is already?’ inquired 
another director.
“ ‘Three hundred thousand dollars’, 
said I.
“ ‘Oh nothing doing,’ exclaimed 
the whole committee.
“ ‘It would mean $800,000 floating 
debt before you got through’, said 
Grimes. ‘The property can’t stand 
it.’
“ ‘Not $800,000 of necessity,’ said 
I. ‘Pay up the present floating debt 
with the new money; restore the 
company’s credit; develope the pro­
perty. You just said, Mr. Grimes, 
that the earning power would in­
crease.’
“ ‘Oh, that’s different,’ said he. 
‘I’m not going to nurse a property 
along for bondholders who sit back 
in these strenuous times and think 
they have nothing to do except draw 
interest with their breath.—Re­
organize, I say; scale down. I ’ll 
put up the money then. You handle 
the property right; develop it; gather 
it in at the proper time—we ought 
to make a million apiece out of it.’
“ ‘Now wait’ said I; ‘not so fast. 
We have two companies here, one 
tied to the other by stock owner­
ship and lease. Suppose they break 
apart.’
“ ‘Don’t let them break apart’ said 
Grimes; ‘pay the interest on the 
power bonds. There is plenty of 
money on hand now for that.’
“ ‘Very true,’ said I; ‘but what if 
the bondholders begin to fight? — 
two protective committees for the 
bondholders of the Palmetto Railway 
& Electric Corporation. The bond­
holders of our successful subsidiary, 
the Roaring River Power Company, 
will quickly take alarm, and a third 
protective committee will be formed. 
Then, demoralization; citizens of 
Palmetto up in arms; management 
wobbly; public beginning to clamor 
for the Great Gulf Super Power 
Company to build into Palmetto; 
only take a hundred miles of high 
tension line. A little competition 
and away goes our property all in 
a heap; broken apart; hopelessly 
dominated by the Great Gulf Super 
Power. The executive committee 
of the Gulf might also have an 
appetite for profit. They can ruin 
both companies, gather in the pieces 
for a song, and make two million 
dollars apiece.’
“The committee was silent. Even 
Grimes looked thoughtful—‘Of course 
Mr. Grimes is only joking,’ said I; 
‘the receiver would be perfectly 
fair, and do his best with your 
help to develop the property in the 
interest of all. But I have a great 
dread of this receivership for the 
signal of distress it would run up and
June
the dangerous hostility it might at­
tract. I should like another day 
to think this over. Suppose we ad­
journ and meet again tomorrow after­
noon at the same hour.’—The com­
mittee agreed and the meeting ad­
journed. I was playing for time, 
you see. But nevertheless I had an 
oppressive fear that the committee 
was right and the receivership was 
inevitable.
“It was the ending of a hard day, 
and I came down here to Great Neck 
at once to be quiet and think the 
matter through. The family went 
out for the evening and I stayed here 
in the study. I ’d set my heart on 
keeping the Palmetto Railway & 
Electric Corporation out of receiver­
ship, and it seemed as if every factor 
in the situation had shaped itself to 
put it in. The house was quiet, and 
as I sat here alone my mind went out 
over the whole transportation de­
velopment in this country for the 
last hundred years—animal power, 
steam power, electric power. When 
you set it off in this way against all 
the history of the world up to that 
time, the marvel of it stands out; 
the contrast is stupendous.
“I was leaning back in my chair, 
the faint wreaths of smoke from a 
cigar curling before my eyes, when 
I was aroused by a sudden flash; 
and looking about for its cause, my 
gaze became fixed upon the magic 
mirror.
“About me were the walls of this 
room. But through this mirror I 
looked out upon mountain, plain, 
forest, shore. I saw the beginnings 
of the railroad age, the little loco­
motives and stage coach cars, the 
excited citizens forming syndicates, 
the town meetings pledging credit, 
the surveying parties in their camps 
the great construction crews laying 
rails.
“I saw a town; crowds of people 
looking, pointing; they threw up 
their hats, they waved their arms, 
they danced for joy. Into the fore­
ground came a train. The locomo­
tive was wreathed with flowers. 
Passengers were cheering from the 
platform and waving flags from the 
windows of the cars. It was the new 
railroad, the first train, an epoch in 
local history.
“I saw vast plains and distant 
mountain ranges. From east and 
west two tracks were approaching. 
They met. The silver rail was laid. 
The golden spike was driven. It was 
the linking of a continent; this time 
an epoch in national history.
“I saw then many more scenes of 
construction and great enterprise.
Continued on Page 51
There’ll Be Formal Affairs 
All During the Summer
' | HE late-modeled Tuxedo is to be distinguished in 
every crowd. It has wide, slightly curving lapels, cut 
away front, and fits rather snug about the hips. You’ll 
find such style points in these of fine unfinished worsted.
$60
Monument Square at Middle Street 
PORTLAND, MAINE
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Places to Stop in Maine
Ideal Vacation Spots Along the Highway
On the Gray Road
T h e  E lm hurst
and
Libby’s Tourist Rest
Most Inviting Rooms, cool and 
comfortable
Home Cooked Food a Specialty, 
Strictly Fresh Every Day, and 
the best the market affords. 
Afternoon Tea Served.
(Vacation with the Family a t A  
Cfri the H e a r t o f  JW aine  -
W ood* , w a te r, c o u n try :  10 0  ac re s; fine  
fo o d ; f re s h  veK etables; m ilk  a n d  b u tte r  
f ro m  te s te d  h e rd s . S e l e c t  c l i e n t e l e  
S pecial su ite s  w ith  f ire p lace  a n d  b a th . 
S ecu re  r e s e rv a t io n  ea rly . S en d  fo r  fo ld e r
SHAKER STORE 
and GIFT SHOP
O n  th e  ro a d  to  P o la n d  S p rin g  fro m  P o r t ­
la n d
Sabbath Day Lake, Me.
Popular w ood baskets made from pop­
lar fibre woven on the old fashioned hand 
looms and converted into work baskets, 
jewelry cases, handkerchief boxes and 
beads. T hese have been m anufactured  
for more than 50 years. W ooden oval 
baskets made from different kinds of hard 
wood suitable for work baskets
Spool stands and old fashioned sew ing  
stands renovated.
Many other attractive items.
Y® ©Del® Bmum
Fryeburg, Me.
Catering to Motorists. Homelike 
anti Comfortable.
Telephone for Reservations.
MRS. B. S. PAGE 
Tel. 8005
ENTERING Maine along the At­lantic Highway, at Kittery one 
passes over the new Interstate 
Memorial Bridge close to which is 
the Kittery Navy Yard. Following 
along the coast we come to York, a 
picturesque village with many points 
of historic interest, among which is 
the old York “jail,” now a museum 
of colonial relics. In quick suc­
cession one arrives at a series of 
beaches; Biddeford and Saco, mill 
towns of importance, and then Old 
Orchard Beach which is known the 
country over. It is a twenty mile 
run from Old Orchard to Portland, 
the largest city of the State.
Ogunquit—One of the delightful 
summer colonies along the southern 
shore. Many well known artists 
wisely choose to spend their summers 
here.
One of the shorter trips from Port­
land, enjoyed by tourists, is the trip 
to Naples and on thru Harrison. 
This tour will take you thru a beau­
tiful lake section of Maine. At 
Raymond, 21 miles from Portland 
you will find the boyhood home of 
Nathaniel Hawthorne. The State 
fish hatcheries are also located here. 
Sebago Lake can be seen at the left 
as you pass thru Raymond. Then 
you pass thru South Casco and on to 
Naples. For many years this beau­
tiful village, nestled in the foothills 
of the White Mountains, on Long 
Lake, has been the mecca for those 
seeking a happy vacation. Here you 
will find Golf, Tennis, Fishing, 
Swimming, Canoeing, Dancing, Bowl­
ing, Boating. Naples is only 30 miles 
from Portland.
Harrison is only eleven miles from 
Naples on Long Lake. It is a great 
musical center during the summer 
months and it is here that some of 
the world’s greatest singers congre­
gate. A side trip to North Bridgton
Continued on Page 49




FRIED CHICKEN DINNERS 
Southern Style
Mr. & Mrs. Carroll L. Greene
The New Uberty
In the heart of the 
Maine Vacation Ground 
A clean house, comfortable beds 
and a good table. Our specialty is a 
CHICKEN WAFFLE DINNER 
Always ready to Serve. A delight­
ful place to spend a week end.
OPEN THE YEAR ROUND 
A livery and auto service is main­
tained in connection with the house. 
45 Miles from Portland 
—all good road.
Brownfield, Me. Tel. Connections
Cleanliness Courtesy Hospitality 
A WONDERFUL PLACE 
To Eat To Sleep To Rest
The New Lincoln
Open All the Year 
(On the Ossipee Trail) 
CORNISH, MAINE
32 Miles from Portland. Safety first. N o  
Railroad crossings on the Ossipee Trail 
betw een W estbrook and Cornish.
Plan to spend the w eek end with us. You  
will enjoy it. Special Chicken Dinner,. 
$1.25. served Sundays from 12 to 2 S tand­
ard Time, May to N ovem ber. Come 
once, you will com e again.
F. C. Small, Phones: John O’Connell 
Prop. 8034 41 M anager
Fryeburg Tavern
Newly and Attractively 
Renovated
Specializing in Delicious 
Horne-Cooked Chicken 
Dinners
Airy Rooms with Baths and Running 
JVater.
Unusual Accommodations for Auto 
and IVeek-End Parties 
IVrite for further information





O n beautiful Long Lake, Naples, Maine
Qolf T ennis <• B oating  F ishing  «•:•> B athing  - i -  C anoeing
Individual Bungalows and Tents in Connection. Modern Equipment Assures the Comfort 
of Every Guest. “A perfect paradise for the lover of out o’ doors.” Rates 54.00 and up.
Special Weekly Rates. Open from May to October.
Just Off the Roosevelt Highway. J. J. CH UTE, Prop. Pay Us a Visit
Wyonegonic
Inn
Situated near the head of 
Long Lake in the beautiful vil­
lage of North Bridgton.
Best hotel accommodations.
Fresh vegetables, fruits, eggs, 
milk, cream, served at table.-
The lake furnishes an excel­
lent opportunity for fishing, 
bathing, canoeing, rowing and 
motor boating.
New tennis court.
Private cottages for week end 
parties and vacationists.
For details address 
M. R. WILBUR,
North Bridgton, Maine
Delicious Special Sunday 
Chicken Dinners
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should be taken. The picturesque 
scenery encountered is well worth 
while.
The Poland Spring House, 27 
miles from Portland, is probably the 
best known of all Maine’s resorts. 
Leaving Portland by way of East 
and North Deering the route follows 
through West Falmouth, Gray, Dry 
Mills, Sabbathday Lake, arriving at 
Poland Spring.
Eryeburg can be approached by 
either of the last two routes.
SUSPICIOUS SILAS
A countryman, suspicious of city 
ways was visiting New York, and, 
coming to the Art Museum, he was 
amazed to find that admission to that 
splendid building cost nothing. He 
mounted the steps and entered.
“Your umbrella, sir,” said a uni­
formed attendant,extending his hand.
The countryman jerked back his 
gamp, laughed scornfully, and turned 
on his heel, murmuring:—“ I knowed 
there was some cheat about it when ye 
got in free.”
The Lake House 
and Annex
Naples, Maine
Situated on high ground in Naples 
Village overlooking Long Lake and 
the Bay of Naples.
Offers special attractions for your 
vacation.
Special Chicken Dinners on Wednes­
day and Sunday.
Up to date in every way. Excellent 




A delightful place to dine
Beautiful Dining Room Overlooking 
Picturesque Long Lake. Try one 
of our Special Noonday Lunches. 
Home cooked Foods A Specialty. 
Cigars, Soft Drinks and Ice-Cream 





Rooms with baths and porches overlook­
ing Long Lake
Week-end and Auto Parties Given ‘Special Attention




Fierce Sparrow have full floating rear 
axles too. Let her float! The fuller 
she floats the better he likes it.
And we learn our manners from the 
advertising too. You’ve all seen 
those advertisements of the Hook of 
Etiquette—“What is wrong with 
this picture?” After you’ve studied 
them a while you see the catch in the 
picture—that the big stiff in the dress- 
suit hasn’t any shirt on, or that the 
bird in the corner is drinking out of 
his saucer instead of out of a flask, 
or that the head of the house has 
just kicked the butler back into the 
kitchen without asking to be excused 
when he got up from the table. 
A few years ago it is estimated that 
87,432,541 people drank tea out of 
their saucers, after blowing on it. 
Today at least half of them have 
learned from the etiquette ads. that 
it’s bad form to blow on your tea but 
that it should be sucked carefully off 
the saucer and gargled until cool 
enough to swallow.
If you want to be oh! so dainty, 
study the carbolic soap ads, Life­
buoy, for example. You can go 
down to work smelling as sweet and 
antiseptic as a county jail on in­
spection day. A soap for outdoor 
men, they call it, and they’re right. 
But if you want to have the skin 
that people love to touch—people 
already feel that way about your 
pocket-book—you must use another 
kind of soap, Woodbury’s Facial 
Soap. Mr. Woodbury, who inven­
ted and first used it, was always 
being touched by perfect strangers, 
too. They loved to. He used to 
come home every night with a col­
lection of finger-prints on his jowls 
like those in the Bertillon Room at 
Sing Sing.
Take memory. Where would we 
be if the memory training courses 
weren’t advertised? Where would 
Mr. Addison Sims of Seattle be? 
Back in Seattle, probably, where he 
belongs, instead of wandering around 
the globe waiting for people who 
have taken our memory course at 
$5.(X) a take to breeze up and say, 
“ I know you. You are Mr. Addison 
Sims of Seattle. I saw you in the 
summer of 1913 cock-eyed drunk in 
front of the Park Hotel in Belladonna, 
Ohio. Don’t you remember?” and Mr. 
Sims, not having taken our mem­
ory course and having actually been 
cockeyed drunk throughout 1913, 
1914 and 1915, does not remember. 
If I were that man, with my name 
plastered in advertisements from one
end of the country to the other, and 
memory hounds remembering every­
thing I do, I’d stay drunk too.
I feel that I must attack the over­
emphasis which is placed on the 
Arrow Collar ads in our subways and 
surface cars. In the first place, what 
chance has a man to start a mild 
flirtation with the attractive young 
lady across the aisle? She lifts her 
eyes and there over your head is the 
picture of one of those pink-jowled, 
sleek-haired angels from Heaven in 
Mr. Arrow’s latest collar. What 
chance have you, I say? You may 
be a pretty presentable young feller 
yourself, but beside Mr. Arrow’s 
boy you look like a vagrant who has 
just crashed the gates at Child’s for 
a stale bun.
And those ads ruin boys too. Yes 
sir, the’re as bad as the Bock Beer 
signs that used to lure men to de­
struction on the first day of Spring. 
I knew a young fellow who was just 
simply dragged down by the Arrow 
Collar ads until he was a shame to 
his aged parents. He was just a 
simple college boy going through 
college in the usual way. If he had 
graduated he would have made a 
good clerk somewhere and some day 
would have risen to be assistant to the 
manager, who quit school in the 
seventh grade. But somebody told 
him one day that he looked like the 
boys in the Arrow Collar ads. 
Then began his downfall. He began 
to spend all his money on collars— 
money that his old father had wrung 
from the rocky soil, money that was 
meant for tuition and books and hard 
cider. He went from bad to worse. 
He would steal to buy a collar. He 
would sneak out at night to get a 
collar before he went to bed. And at 
last, driven from college, starving and 
destitute, he ended his days hanging 
around the back doors of laundries, 
begging for old collars “Just one more, 
Mister, and I promise to give ’em up 
for good.” Tragedy, I say. But 
what does Mr. Arrow care that he has 
ruined a boy’s life? What does he 
care if the Arrow Collar habit drags 
them down and down, until they 
become habitues of low wet-wash 
dives?
When all is said and done the Lea­
gue of Nations could do much to 
limit the sale of habit-forming ads. 
Our wives are their victims; our 
homes are in danger of destruction 
from them. Nothing is more de­
moralizing than to see a woman in­
dulging in a Dollar Day debauch
brought on by habit-forming ads.
Picture such a woman in her home. 
She is sitting there, amusing herself 
by knitting or playing the Victrola or 
bawling out her husband. The head 
of the house, perhaps, is amusing 
himself in the cellar with his toys; a 
hot-air furnace, a coal shovel, and an 
interesting collection of minerals 
which in his lighter moments he calls 
coal. Or perhaps he is playing with 
his other cellar toy, a sort of machine 
which turns to good account the 
enthusiasm which ordinary water 
shows after it has spent two or three 
days in the company of a yeast cake 
and some raisins. This is the age of 
Science, and the cellar is Father’s 
laboratory. The oldest boy is try ­
ing with a radio set to make a bum 
quartet in Schenectady sound worse, 
and for an amateur he’s succeeding 
pretty well. In short, it’s a typical 
scene of domestic happiness in Amer­
ica.
Then the wife—the mother—picks 
up a newspaper which her husband 
has dropped after he had exhausted 
the news about Babe Ruth and Andy 
Gump. Slowly, her better nature 
striving always for control, she turns 
to the advertising pages, her feverish 
glance seeking the deadly habit­
forming ads. Back comes the gnaw­
ing hunger, the burning thirst. She 
reads with Blood-shot eyes tha t 
wash ties are $1.33 at Blitz’s, $1.34 
at Gump’s, $1.35 at Whoozis’ and 
$4.78 at the more exclusive shops. 
She goes out next morning and 
spends the day in the company of 
other addicts. At nightfall she comes 
home, her money gone, a wreck of her 
former self, not only with 7 wash- 
ties, but with a gold-fish bowl and a 
combination ironing board and guest 
bed. She’ll swear off, yes, but the 
stuff will get her again and again.
A H o m e
Continuedfrom Page 4
It is a wonderful place for children 
to keep well and busily happy, and 
on the other hand, for those who have 
reached an age where they prefer to 
look on, a home here would be ideal.
Think of the changing surf—the 
motion and life of ocean traffic, the 
mystery of the lighthouses twinkling 
and the fascination of the old, his­
torical forts—harbor, islands, ocean, 
country, and rugged shore—only ten 
minutes from town! Where else 
could all of this be duplicated? It 
seems incredible but the facts await 
your investigation. Telephone P- 
1580 to make an appointment with 
the Cape Cottage Company to look 
over the grounds. Adv.
June J i y  “ m i  J f
M agic M irro r
Continued from page 47
They were so vivid that I expected 
more. But suddenly no more came.
I reached for my brother’s portfolio 
and read certain notes that he had 
made.—‘What is beautiful, noble, 
inspiring in the life of the present or 
the past may be looked for in the 
mirror. But what is mean and sor­
did will not be there.’
“I began to reflect. It took no 
great effort to summon back to 
memory enough and a plenty that 
was mean and sordid; the Jim Fisks 
that had danced on the credit of 
these rails, the gamblers who had 
used them as stakes in a game, the 
demagogues who had seized them as 
stepping stones to power. Alas, 
those citizens who had formed their 
syndicates so cheerfully had seen 
their stocks and their hopes decline 
together. Receivership! Reorgani­
zation! These are headlines in the 
daily news. But you do not find no­
tation of those tragedies that ensue; 
the blight of misfortune creeping 
through the brain; the silent agony of 
that period when despair begins to 
grip the heart and numbs the body. 
Not even death itself is the equal of 
it. The wife sits by the fireside.— 
‘If great disaster should fall upon us,’ 
she says. The husband and father 
sits and stares into vacancy; he 
knows already it has come.
“ Thus did these railroads pass into 
the third generation with a heritage 
of hate. And all the splochy, mis­
shapen, distorted pattern of their 
control and abuse seemed spread 
out before me,—when, raising my 
eyes, I saw reflected within the 
mirror the perfect picture of what 
they might have been; of what they 
still might be—with a vast distri­
bution of ownership among people 
and employees, millions of citizens 
to befriend them, millions of votes 
to protect them, a medium for pub­
lic service and a foundation of nation­
al strength.
“These great considerations had so 
occupied my senses that for a time 
the immediate problems of the day 
were forgotten, and also that solu­
tion of them which I longed by the 
morrow to possess. But gradually 
my mind came back to them, and 
again the troubles of the Palmetto 
Railway & Fdectric Corporation were 
in the foreground of my thoughts. 
I will not weary you with descrip­
tion of what more the mirror showed. 
But I was sitting there, gazing into 
its mysterious depths with wrapt at­
tention, when suddenly I leaped to
my feet.—‘1 have it! ’ I shouted; 
‘I have it!’
“ ‘Have what?’ inquired a voice 
behind me so unexpectedly that I 
nearly collapsed. I turned. My 
daughter was standing in the doorway. 
The family had returned.—‘Have 
what, papa dad?’ said she.
“ ‘An idea,’ said I.
“ ‘Oh,’ she exclaimed, ‘I thought 
you had a nightmare.’
“ ‘No,’ said I; ‘I ’ve escaped one.’
“I reached the office early on the 
following morning, and spent much 
of the time on the telephone; then 
with the treasurer went carefully 
over the statements of the corpora­
tion. Together we prepared various 
papers so as to have all in readiness 
for the meeting. When the com­
mittee had assembled at the ap­
pointed hour I distributed copies of 
a proposed communication to the 
bondholders. It set forth clearly 
the situation that confronted the 
management and the reasons for it. 
In the name of the directors it pro­
posed a plan by which the bond­
holders themselves should pull the 
property out of its present difficulties. 
The letter explained that the stock 
had already gone to the limit and 
could do no more.
“ ‘What’s all this?’ inquired Gard­
ner Grimes.
“ ‘It is a proposition,’ said I, ‘for 
the bondholders of the Palmetto to 
fund three years’ coupons into notes 
of the corporation, payable in five 
years and bearing interest beginning 
immediately at the rate of 5%. This 
you will see is equivalent to 6% on 
present worth.
“ ‘You will notice that this does 
not touch the Roaring River Power 
Company bonds, and gives no occa­
sion for uneasiness in that direction. 
It requires the Palmetto bondholders 
to forego nothing in principal. While 
it does not pay the next six coupons 
at their maturities in cash, it sets 
them up as a recognized obligation, 
and starts interest upon them at once.
“ ‘It is true this gives the corpora­
tion nothing in new money. But it 
will not need new money. The plan 
relieves the management of paying 
out $75,(XX) every six months for the 
next three years. Practically this 
is just as good, if not better, than a 
present loan of $450,(XX).—Relieved 
of these semi-annual payments we 
can gradually attack the existing 
floating debt, rehabilitate the pro­
perty, develop the power and light 
divisions, pull the whole structure 
back into position. In five years it 
will be on its feet. It is not neces­
sary to emphasize that our relations 
with the city will be far safer.’
All Sorts of
Medical andToilet Supplies
as well as Prescriptions by Mail
Remember the Davis Mail Order 
service when you go to the lakes 
this summer! The open spaces 
call you—but wherever there's 
mail service there Davis Service can 
easily and promptly follow you!
Page & Shaws, Whitmans, Cynthia 
Sweets, Apollo, Kents,
S. & H. Fork Dipped
A gents for
Eastman Kodak and Supplies
But no matter how busy we guarantee 
prompt and cheerful Service. All 
orders will be filled and mailed 
the same day as received.
Sum ner C. Davis, Jr.
Prescription Specialist
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For June weddings and 
Summer social functions 
you will find in our display 
the season’s smartest styles 
in afternoon frocks and 
semi-evening gowns in lace, 
Georgette Brocade, Canton, 
Satin, Georgette, Elizabeth 









Ready to display my 
gorgeous new line of 
Summer and Fall ma­
terials from which f 
make for you gowns 
in the mode of the 
season.
I design and create 
costumes in t hese  
beautiful fabrics which 
will be shown you 
here completed — you 
may order from this 
establishment t ha t  
which you most desire.
Mile Qiguere
Modiste
547hi Congress St. Portland, Me.
“ ‘I like the plan,’ said Wilson.
“ ‘I don’t,’ said Grimes. ‘You’ll 
simply get all mussed up; bondholders 
will be unable to make up their minds; 
some can’t be reached, more won’t 
consent. You’ll go into default on 
your interest day with everything in 
a snarl. There are three million 
dollars of bonds. That is not a 
large issue as things go now; but 
you’ll think it is a whale before you 
get through coaxing those bond­
holders to flap their flippers together.’
“ ‘I have sounded some of the 
largest bondholders today,’ said I; 
‘and have assurance already of the 
cooperation of nearly $1,000,000.’
“ ‘That settles it’, said Wilson: 
‘the plan will go through.’—And it 
did. Before the interest day we had 
95% of the bonds already deposited 
under the directors’ plan. And now 
at this distance I am more than ever 
convinced that any attempt at re­
ceivership would have wrecked the 
property.
“For it is strange how persistent, 
how unrelenting, bad luck can be. 
This property was, as 1 have said, 
a calamity child. And fate still 
followed it. In a few months the 
great winter hotel of Palmetto itself, 
the Monticello Arms, the pride of the 
city, burned to tbe ground. Six 
months later the leading commercial 
hotel followed suit, swept by fire from 
cellar to roof. Of course these things 
affected our lighting income and 
threatened the general prosperity of 
the town. Citizens might grow dis­
couraged. All these developments to 
a company in our position were seri­
ous considerations.
“Then in the following year jitney 
competition unrestricted broke out, 
and the city government after wob­
bling for some time refused finally to 
do anything about it.—But I shall 
weary you if I keep on.”
“No, no,” I protested. “I never 
heard such a story. How did it ever 
come out?”
“Why, it came out all right,” 
said Lamont. “You see our street 
railway department had become a 
drag. But the city officials thought 
we were bluffing—if they thought 
at all. Of course all those jitney 
drivers and their friends made a 
great to-do at the threat of any 
restraint. So finally after months of 
patient negotiation I put a joker down 
on the table for the city government 
to play against. I sent word to our 
general manager to made the final 
move. He has a way with him our 
general manager; and I knew he would 
carryout my instructions with a frank, 
affable manner that left no chance 
to cloud the issue over personalities.
With great skill he manoeuvred 
that city government into sending an 
ultimatum to him. He avoided the 
mistake, you see, of making any 
bluster, threat, or ultimatum to the 
city government, the chosen repre­
sentatives of the people. No, they 
sent an ultimatum to him. Whereat, 
with deep regret that this deplorable 
thing was forced upon him, he let 
every car of the city lines stay in the 
barn next morning. This continued 
for just a month; during which time, 
hundreds of citizens told the city 
government what they thought of it.
“An avalanche in property values 
seemed imminent. Real estate deal­
ers became alarmed. The local news­
papers came out for the company. 
Finally citizens generally took a 
hand in the matter. The city 
government got frightened. And at 
last it agreed to permit no more j i t ­
neys within one block of a street 
car line. Then our general manager 
gracefully returned the cars to their 
routes.
“Since that time the corporation 
has grown in favor. The Monti­
cello Arms has been rebuilt on a 
greater scale than before; and two 
hundred rooms were added last year. 
The commercial hotel has been re­
placed by a beautiful, thoroughly 
modern structure. The whole town 
is growing. Our power and light 
receipts have steadily mounted.
“While our set backs made some 
further negotiations with the bond­
holders necessary, they responded 
readily. Last month we joined a 
super power combination, giving here­
after assured current at all times, and 
a wider field of operation. Hardly 
a week passes that somebody isn’t 
trying now to pick up those bonds, 
once so berated and despised.”
Lamont again became silent.—“A 
remarkable story,” said I, and was 
about to continue in protest against 
taking such a mascot as this mirror 
for myself, when he interrupted.
“I know you have been thinking 
up fifty-seven varieties of reasons 
why you should not accept this gift. 
But T beg you to forget them. I 
have had this mirror for nearly six 
years. I should like the benefit of 
another’s experience with it. I am 
going on a year’s trip around the 
world. I wish to provide for its 
future. It is not a talisman to pro­
duce results for each haphazard 
owner. Only those in sympathy with 
its mysterious powers can use it. 
I am therefore asking your assistance 




E dito ria ls
Continued from Page 14
While this subject was occupying 
the front page of the daily news, we 
returned from Washington by the 
Federal Express and in the smoking 
room listened to catch some straw of 
public opinion. As is well known 
the affairs of the nation are daily 
settled in the smoking room of a 
Pullman. There was a man from 
Washington, an electrician, father 
of five children. He talked of family 
budget and shoes. A brilliant Irish­
man, an attorney of Providence, was 
impressed with the radio and the 
drawing together of the nations. 
He wanted his children equipped to 
enter the wonderful field of interna­
tional affairs. Another, the assistant 
attorney general of Rhode Island, 
had been studying small colleges in 
Massachusetts. Small colleges gave 
closer contact between student and 
faculty. But there was another 
needed contact that should not be 
overlooked anywhere, and that was 
close understanding between fathers 
and sons. Then the conversation 
turned to athletics. Neither rum 
row nor home brew was mentioned.
Next morning we took the train 
from Boston to Portland and again 
in the smoking room of the chair car 
waited for a sign. Presently came 
a man who was going to Brunswick 
to spend the afternoon and evening 
with his son, a sophomore in Bow- 
doin. He would return on the mid­
night train to Boston. He was a 
manufacturer, a busy man; it was a 
long journey, but it was time well 
spent. Fathers must keep acquain­
tance with their sons. If rum row 
and home brew were in his mind he 
said nothing about them.
We bade him goodby and left the 
train at Portland, with the words 
still lingering in our ears, “Fathers 
must keep acquaintance with their 
sons.” Would this man vote to 
bring rum row back again? We do 
not know. But of this we are cer­
tain; that his state of Massachusetts 
reversed its attitude last year and 
voted for dry enforcement. And 
we also submit that in all this jour­
ney from Washington to Maine, look­
ing for straws of public opinion and 
mingling with men of affairs, we 
neither saw nor heard one piece of 
evidence to indicate an approaching 
emulsion of rum and gasoline.
THE MEAN THING 
“What did Violet do when you told 
her that you liked to drive with one 
hand?”
“She gave me an apple.”
G lim pse ol Miss A m erica
Continued from Page 21
high honors. She gets “ stacks and 
stacks” of mail. Some of it is from 
foreign countries and she tells the 
writer that some very often is ad­
dressed to just “ Miss America, 
U. S. A.” All of her mail is censored 
by her mother before she is permitted 
to read it. Among the hundreds of 
letters she finds awaiting her on her 
return from a trip there usually are 
many proposals. “ It is funny to 
read them,” she said. “ I cannot 
seem to think that any of them are 
sincere. Why, I have even received 
proposals written on a penny postal. 
I received one letter, not so long ago, 
from Greece. If I only had it here 
I’d let you read it for me. (We told 
her that Greek was the one language 
we did not speak.) It was very in­
teresting as it was written on a Greek 
typewriter with the little alphas, 
betas, sigmas and deltas. Some time 
I am going to take it into a restaurant 
and have it read to me. But those 
proposals don’t mean anything, I 
don’t think. One Austrian count or 
no account placed the world at my 
feet with some beautiful language 
but I think that he was just cele­
brating. Some day I ’ll get married, 
but when and to whom I cannot say. 
I have lots of time left and I ’ll 
chance it. And when I marry it will 
be for love and for nothing else. 
Mother has taught me that.”
Miss Malcomson stated that she 
wished to thank Mr. Clifford Howard 
of the Maine Rickenbacker Company 
for his kindness in supplying her with 
a Rickenbacker sedan and driver 
during her stay in Portland. She 
was brought over the road from 
Hampton Beach, Rhode Island, in 
one of Mr. Howard’s cars and used 
it during her stay in Portland. She 
is very fond of this make of car and 
has a special $5,000 Rickenbacker 
presented to her last summer by 
Captain Eddie Rickenbacker.
When we asked her if she had ever 
before been in Maine, she replied, 
“ I regret to say I haven’t. Do you 
know what I am going to do Sun­
day?” And she paused to wait for 
the negative answer. “ Well,” she 
continued, “ I am going on a picnic 
but I will ask you for your promise 
not to mention a word of it to the 
papers. For several years I have 
wanted to have a picnic, a real old- 
fashioned picnic, in the Maine woods. 
The opportunity has never before 
presented itself and you can be cer­
tain that I am going to have my 
picnic with Mother on Sunday, rain 
or shine. Do you know that it is
tiresome to be “ Miss America” all 
the time? I want to have some fun 
like other girls without a crowd to 
watch me and remark how disap­
pointing my face is.”
She had her picnic. A car without 
the attractive blue and white lettered 
ribbons conveyed her and a few 
guests up to the shores of Sebago 
Lake near Richville and Steep E'alls. 
And when she left Portland on Mon­
day she said in her musical voice, “ I 
had my picnic in Maine and a wonder­
ful time I most certainly had. Your 
Maine roads are wonderful, and 
Maine hospitality is indeed hard to 
duplicate. I hope I shall return here.” 
This is Miss America — a real, 
honest American girl. She is a won­
derful dancer and has a beautiful 
voice, both for singing and talking. 
Above all else, she is genuine. Did 
not the judges make a wise decision?
? 7
Away F rom  T h e  C ity
Continuedfrom Page 35
and sure for motor cars and the last 
suggestion of the shore with its 
“flats” at low tide has disappeared. 
Like most settlers in this section, 
Crosby Randall was a sea captain. 
As Joel Weatherby would say, “The 
old gentleman followed the sea” and 
you get the tang of the salt as he 
says it, and something of its deep 
secret, too.
The tug across the road to the 
woods was hard and Joel Weather­
by’s glad to be back. He took oft 
his broad brinSmed straw hat.
“I went down to the spring to get 
a drink. Yes, this’ been cultivated 
for over fifty years. Crosby Randall 
used to say it was the best soil in 
the country. Well, I don’t know— 
We lived in the house with the big 
yellow barn beyond “the crick”— 
used to be a block house there in the 
old days.”
“Big Boy” had just left the wall 
side of the garden where the ramblers 
clamber—mean place to clip around 
those ramblers and after several 
attacks at it, had gone back to the 
“shady border.” Joel Weatherby 
looked at the tall grass at the roots 
of the roses.
“Got to get some glasses for him, 
ain’t I? That’s what they used to 
tell me when I was a boy. We had 
quantities of onions—” He ran his 
hand over the coarse straw hat with 
a tenderness that made it human. 
“Somehow things ain’t the same”— 
his voice trailed oflf—“I t’s all diff’rent 
somehow—yes—.”
. O f t Sun-Up
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F rom  Bath to  Bar H a rb o r
Continued from Page 13 
there and the village has become 
prosperous and beautiful through 
the generosity of these summer 
guests. While the times have 
changed, and no longer the beautiful 
equipages and garden parties form 
the leading amusements there, fashion 
still governs the colony, and the 
town is worthy of a prolonged visit. 
Within a few years the Government 
has established Lafayette Park, a 
National Park on the mountains of 
this island, and this is becoming a 
region constantly sought by those 
who love majesty and beauty of the 
mountains literally encircled by equal 
beauty of ocean tides.
MAINE COAST TOUR
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M aking  M en F rom  Boys
Continuedfrom Page 44
they played on their buddies and the 
jokes played on them.
With bedtime compulsory at 9.30— 
every student must be in his bunk, 
many will remember how they re­
turned at 9.25 in much haste as they 
knew the lights went out at nine, 
only to find that a “French Bed” had 
been made in the cot bearing the 
little green tag with their name. 
They will recall with much pleasure 
that a “French Bed” looks like any 
other, but is so constructed that it is 
impossible to get between the sheets 
or blankets, and speed must be exer­
cised to get it remade so that one 
may be in it before the Officer of the 
Day checks up.
“Rookies” or first year men, have 
many jokes played on them which 
cannot be put over on the “old 
timer.” Many a student has been 
sent to headquarters for fifty yards 
of “Regulation Red Tape,” or the 
“key to the Parade Grounds.”
The camp has always used the 
motto of the immortal A. E. F. In 
all literature this motto is used. It is 
the spirit of the CMTC. “Let’s 
Go!” The boys believe in it. They 
use it continually. It typifies the 
spirit of the American Boy. This 
year the Citizen’s Military Training 
Camp comes to Portland. “Let’s 
Go!”
Send your subscriptions for 
Sun-Up today
June -iiiTgr m6&
A hint to you
It is no longer necessary to 
search outside of the state 
of Maine for engraving and 
plate making of the finest 
quality.
The Davis Engraving Com­
pany of Portland is prepared 
to render you the best work­
manship and quickest ser­
vice.
D avis E ngraving Co.
Photoengravers




no straps to break, 
a steel wire cable, 
rust proofed. Never 
need oil or grease. 





Get a set now.
Flatlights
Put all the light on the road where 
it belongs.
30% more light for the road. 
Why continue to complain about 
bad lights any longer.
DYER-KNIGHT CO.
42 Preble Street Drive in Service
R o ck lan d  & R ockport 






SHOW CASES and STORE FIXTURES
of the H ighest Qrade
NEW ENGLAND CABINET WORKS, Inc.
Nou> Located in  New and Better Quarters 
H olyoke W h a rf  N ear foo t o f  H igh St. P o rtland , M aine
1 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0
CUBIC FEET OF
C o ld  S to r a g e
The only plant of its kind in Maine 
is equipped to handle your cold 
storage needs.
N o th in g  T o o  L a rg e  N o th in g  T o o  S m all
New England Cold Storage Co., Inc.
Frank H. Robie, Mgr.
Portland M aine
rftoJLL W T Sun-Up
I C Q
B L A C K  P O IN T  IN N
PROUTS NECK, MAINE
BLACK POINT INN—a De luxe Hotel—has been built to accommodate the discriminating class of people who are yearly attracted to Prout’s Neck 
(originally named Black Point) by its 18 hole golf 
course, tennis, bathing, sailing and other interesting and 
sport-inviting features.
Practically every one of the sixty or more rooms of the 
Inn has a water view, an exceptional feature even in 
Maine. Every room in the Inn is tastefully appointed, 
has hot and cold running water, bath connection and long 
distance telephone.
The lobby, living room, and spacious porches afford com­
forts for warm or cool weather and are flaunted around 
about with enchanting views of mountain, ocean, country 
and beautiful estates. .
Our flowers, vegetables, poultry, dairy products, and 
fruit in season, are obtained from the nearhy model show- 
place, Ram Island Farm.
The kitchen is supplied with all modern sanitary equip­
ment, tiled floor and walls, and electric refrigeration.
110 miles by motor from Boston, 8 miles from Portland. 
Write for details.
S. F. Boyd, Mgr.
Oculists’ Prescriptions a Specialty
Congress St. ( j H ®  F orest 2 8 6 1
IVho s IVho in Maine
A D A M S
CHIEF JUSTICE SCOTT WILSON
One of the most successful and 
best liked members of the Judiciary 
is Chief Justice Scott Wilson of the 
Supreme Judiciary Court of Maine. 
He has been occupying this position 
since February 27, 1925, having been 
appointed to office by Governor 
Ralph O. Brewster on February 20.
He was born January 11,1870 in 
Falmouth, the son of Nathaniel B. 
and Louhamah P. Wilson. He is 
descended on his father’s side from 
the first settlers of Kittery, dating 
back to 1635, and on his mother’s 
side from Governor William Brewster 
and Rev. John Cotton of the Ply­
mouth Bay Colony.
When Scott Wilson was 17 years 
old he taught a district school, later 
going to Bates from which he was 
graduated in 1892. While there he 
made a name for himself as an all­
round athlete. After graduation he 
taught in Haverford, Pa., and then 
took a special course in the law 
school of the University of Penn­
sylvania.
In 1895 he was admitted to the 
Cumberland County Bar and prac­
ticed law in Portland thereafter. 
He was City Solicitor of Deering 
in 1897—98 before its annexation 
by Portland, and was assistant coun­
ty attorney from 1900 to 1902. 
From 1902 to 1905 he was City Solici­
tor of Portland and from 1913 to 
1915 was attorney general of Maine. 
He was appointed to the supreme 
Bench by Governor Milliken on 
August 1, 1918.
In 1895 Mr. Wilson married Eliz­
abeth M. Bodge and has one son 
born in 1900. He is a home lover 
and is well liked by his fellow men.
